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THE l?UIB11.1$1HEIR 
Kama'aina News Seeks Seed 
Capitol 
Those of us who undcrsland the importance of the 
Kama'aina News going state-wide arc seeking funds for that 
work. The plan is to have a separate Kama'aina News on 
t.aeb island. supported by separarc advertising base., and yet 
all conncctcd to a central Kama'aina News Network for the 
uansmission of local information. articles and leucrs 
submiaed to the OPEN FORUM. Each paper will of course 
be able to chaw from the KN Network as well and also to 
draw upon the many syndicatr.d columnists and cartoons. 
The mmt important aspect of course will be the clear and 
concise n:porting of polls and information to keep the 
people abreast of their collective dlougbt and those who arc 
in agreement with the majority desire of the populace. It is 
imporumt to let the people of our great suue know that 
others arc also concemcd with the same is.mes. 
To do dus takes money and we as a newspaper just over a 
year old arc short of the funds to grow into a statewide 
O".pDizadon in such an early' stage of our steady growth. 
Thel'efore we arc seeking some seed capitol for this ventuffl. 
We need SS0,000 and arc willing to pay 20% annual in~ 
for a two year note with intmest.anly monthly payments. 
If you am inl£:l'CSUld in lending your assisumce to the 
Kama'aina News please phone Attorney Lunsford Dole 
~ iD ffonoJnJu at {808) 533-1734. 
Andrae Sakharov, Murdered 
By Gorbachev? 
In a past issue I accused Gorbachev of being responsible 
for the mmder of Andrae Sakharov. Several people have 
asked me bow I could make such an accusation when we are 
apparenlly making such strides 1DWards peace. And theie is 
no evidence for such a claim that I could use to document 
such a claim. 
In America there is a type of evidence that is sometimes 
used ~ .. circumstantial evidence. .. Since we of course 
can't oxpt.et the KGB {and rm also merring to our own 
"Kinder, Gender Bush") to provide us with bard evidence, 
let's looc at the cin:mnstantial evidence involved which has 
"conveniently" been overlooked by the controlled media in 
America. 
Andrae Sakharov was a leader and a world n,spected 
dissident He was a human rights activist. He bad moved 
from prisoner to power in politics. The world was Usu:ning 
to Sakharov as well as Gorbachev. In power, Sakharov had 
moved to a seat that was just below ~. in the grand 
assembly of Russian politicians. 
In his last auendance there before be suddenly died, be 
turned to Gorbachev seated just behind him ancl demanded a
representative govemmenL Gorbachev shouted "Shut up! 
Go to my office immcctiarely." The next thing dial we bear 
about Sakharov is that he has died. That bis health bad been 
poor because of his imprisonment and that be died of nabD'al 
causes. 
Of course Gorbachev instituted a repescntalive 
government shortly thereafter and hailed Sakharov a great 
champion of human rights. So why should we suspect 
Gorbachev? He had a great motive. That is something else 
considered in murder trials in America. That motive of 
course being that he had the most to lose. 
If Sakharov had lived he might be the president of Russia 
today. He had suffered the mmt in his baulc against 
Gorbachev and the rest of the Politburo who imprisoned him 
until it was no longer practical to silence him in dial manner. 
Did Gorbachev's KGB plan on Sakharov being so grateful 
for his Jdeasc that he would mellow out in bis old age? That 
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pcrsecutms and keep quiet? Did they misjudge thc mgc 
against their tynmny dlat bad grown within him? Or did they 
manipulate him as far as they desired and then kill him 
when he no longer fit into their plans? 
Of course Sakharov would have been the most likely to 
have been elected by the people of Russia and of course in 
denying the people of Russia the man of their chok:c by 
putting him in the groW1d thc powers that were are the same 
only with a ctiffcnmt disguise. 
This is DOl to say that there has not been some real change 
towards in,cdom in Russia. The ~ n:sponsiblc for any 
fonn of democracy in the Soviet Union is tmdeniably 
Andrae Sakharov. 
I sumd by my charges against Gorbachev, lhe American 
news media, and our own KGB, our "Khlder, Gcat1er 
Bush" 
have-all enjoyed breakfast, lunch or dinner at Longhi's. ls it 
because of who they might see there or the world-famous, 
delicious food? We think it's both. We hope to see you there. 
MAYOR PROCLAIMS APRIL 22 EARTH DAY 1990 
Page 2 - Special Edition: April, 1990 - KAMA' AINA NEWS 
In a ceremony on the Maui Community College campus, March 6, Mayor Hannibal 
Tavares proclaimed April 22, 1990, "Earth Day 1990" as a statewide call to action for 
all of Hawaii's citizens to protect Hawaii's envimnmenL Earth Day 1990 is also a 
national and international global effort to save the planet. 
Nineteen people who serve on the Maui County Earth Day 1990 Steering CommiUM 
were on hand to watch Mayor Tavares sign the proclamation atop a replica of thc world 
held by ten year old Anela Javieo. Afterwards the mayor remarked to her, "the world is 
in your hands." 
Hawaii Earth Day 1990 activities and events will educa!C all citizens on the 
importance of acting in an environmenrally sensitive fashion by recycling, conserving 
energy and water, using efficient transportation and _adopting a mce ecologk:aUy sotmd 
lifestyle. 
The first Earth Day occurred almost 20 years ago when millions of Americans across 
the land joined together in a demonstration of concern for the environment creating an 
infonned public whose collective action ~ted in the passage of sweeping new laws to 
protect our air, water and land. 
BIG ISLAND GR0Uf?S 
UNIFIED AGAINSW 
GE@lVHERMAL 
There has been a great deal of pros and cons in the pR:SS 
tt.eeOtly regarding gcodlermal devclopmenL The following 
group., have been involved in researching die issues: 
Citizens for Responsible Enr.rgy Dewlopment widt Aloha 
• Aina (CREDAA). Pelc Defense Fund. Big Island 
Rainforest Action Group. Kapobo Community Association. 
Koa•c Community Association. and Gmenpeacc Hawaii. 
We provide die information here as a summary of the basic 
problems presented by geodlermal development We 
eocomage all people to get involved 10 know the ttudl and 
make lhc right decisions regarding gcodlermal development 
on lbc Big Island. 
IS GEOTHERMAL ECONOMICALtY 
.. VIABLE? 
It is im=sponsa'ble of die Stale IO suggest WC substitute 
dependency on oil for dependency on gcotbcrmal. The 
geothermal rcsoun:e is neither reliable nor renewable. 
Currently. Geyse,s in Califomia is experiencing a 20% 
deplcdon and if the CIDffl1t trend continues. the resource 
oou1d be depleted 50% by the year 2000. Data suggest lhat 
HOP-A expmcnced a deplcdon from 3 MW 10 2.4 MW 
over its 8-year lifetime. 
The primary means a geochermal plant has for producing 
Fragmentation makes dtc rainformt cxtJemely vulnerable 
to invasion by non-native ~- Dan Taylor, Chief of 
Resource Management at Hawaii Volcano National Park 
said. °'The greatest danger to any uopical fOfCSl is 
fragmentation. It can only go so far before the whole sysaem 
collapses. n How can lhe United States credl'bly lead the 
world in rainforest protcctioo and fail 10 preserve its own? 
WAS THE LAND SWAP LEGAL? 
re.1piratotyaitme 
headaches. ties! 
eye irritations 11 
These claims ha 
from medical do 
of Health (DOH) 
Noise levels a 
development are 
per day. unabalc 
~ which " 
The Wao Kele O Puna Natural Area ~e was part of life of die project 
the ceded public lands ttust and was legally dedicated to the Given the tum 
use of lhc Hawaiian people and residents of Hawaii in plants on an acth 
"perpetuity." In 1985 the DLNR gave 27.000 acres of dtc unstable areas of 
Wao Kele O Puna to Campbell Estate in exchange for venting is exlreml 
25.000 acres at KahauaJc•a. The DOH lac. 
However, 15.000 acres al Kahaualc•a arc covered wilh cmrent responst'bi 
fremly erupted lava. 1.200 acres arc wood chipped and lack of expertise 
5.600 acres are promised to the Volcano National Park. This information cone 
leaves our public land trust wilh only 3.200 acres of-forested were largely ignc 
land. monitoring equip 
Campbell Estate needed the land exchange when Pelc given year. 
began to erupt right al the cenccr of their Kahauale'a land. The alccrnativc 
Pu'u O'o and a-new lava lake now cover die area originally risks unacccprablc 
planned for geothermal wells. The swap was made without 
lhc consent of native Hawaiians and its legality is currently 
being challenged in the courts. We support Pelc Defense in 
their challenge of dtis illegal land swap. 
IS IT SAFE AND REWABLE? 
DOES GEO 
HA 
revenue is the sale of steam 10 produce clccb'icity. With no The history of geodtermal development in Hawaii leaves 
guarantee tbal the JeSOlm:e will consistendy provide steam no doubt that Ibis is a very dangerous industry. There have 
to pay die 3-4 billion dollar price tag associated wilh the been problems at HGP-A caused by the high acidity of the 
project. how can such a project be economically viable? ~ and the resulting co11osiot1 of metal components. 
NativeHawailiu 
fougbtgeotbermal 
defiles Pele. the I 
Hawaiian belief. p 
for those who are c 
of ancestral ttaditic 
NativeHawaiw 
affect and personal 
she will reaalimc. T
will severely imi-
Pelc. bet viability 8 
the deity. It will : 
essential ritual prac 
Hawaiians in uadili 
Any agrecmcntS die Slale. HECO or Helco make with There have bcco repeated breakdowns of the abatement 
geochennal dcsvelopcn make us. as tax and .rme paym. a system from solids in die flowstrcam and metal fatigue, and 
party to lhis economic disaster. In the end dlc ratepayer inr.cnsivc maintenance has bcco n:quired due 10 silica 
always pays the tab. Even before tbc construction of the deposits in ~ and cquipmcnt. These problems will 
Ormat plant. HoJco is requesang a 4.5 million dollar rate continue 10 plague future dcvelopmcnL 
inaase 10 purchase power from Ormat. The viability of reinjection as a technology is untested in 
Hawaii and remains an unresolved issue. 
WILL GEOTHERMAL REALLY-REPLACE :Residcms in the area of HGP·A wae made sick by · ~lopment with J 
HAWAII'S OIL DEPENDENCY? · gcodlermal emis.,ions and complained of sinus problems. Mt. View,H/96711. 
Curreolly, over 6M, of tbe oil imported into Hawaii is 
used for tnmsportalion. wbilc over 30% is used in the fonn 
of "Rsiduar 10 gcnermc electricity. Residual is lhc leftover 
afra refining erode oil for transportation fuct 11terd'cx'c. lhc 
Hmiling facior' in Hawaii•s oil usage is ttansportation. ot 
elcctticity. Geodtemial will not significantly reduce the 
threat of oil spills. as the large scale scenario (500 MW) in 
die rainfon!st woold only teduce preRnt oil consumption by 
10% or 15% and then not until lhc next century. 
There are no plans to close fossil fuel planrs, therefore 
claims that geothermal will displace lhe carbon dioxide f&IM 
produced from burning oil arc unbUc. Fur1hcrmore. utility 
practice is DOl 10 rely on ooc source of power for reliability; 
lhus "sbmdby" generation equal 10 die amount of the 
gcodlermal capacity would be maintained. 
Oeothermal is for new electric demand. not n:pJacemcnt. 
iAS THE STATE EXERCISED ALL OF ITS 
ENERGY OPTIONS? 
Efficient use of energy has great potential for increasing 
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A TIME FOR WAR ANID #t 
li lME FOR l?EACE 
There are other examples too numerous to menlion and I condemnation in that provision. The majority of Ameri 
won't bore you with them. I do want you to know that there don't consider pot smokers to be criminals or tc 
was extreme censorship on Saturday at the "festival." disassociated from. 
Geothermal Protesters 
II>uped? 
Freedom of speech was denied by those who assumed (By the way, DEA, I am glad about two things concer 
control of the evenL I will neither trust them again nor the bombing of your headquarters in Florida. I am glad 
support their endeavors. no one was hurt and I am glad your headquarters , 
by Abbie Hoffman 
To the eyes of the unsuspecting. the event on Sabuday bombed. Furthermore, I applaud those who did 
was a grand one. There was a pleasant mix of Hawaiians bombing. I don •1 consider the bombing an act of vio~ 
and haoles dressed in bright colors and the spirit was high. It since your building was an inanimate objecL If 
was good to see so many of the different groups come employees had been banned then I wouJd recognize 
To write this letter gives me joy on the one hand and together to suppon the anti-geothermal action. There is a bombing as an act of violence. You just experience 
distress on the other. The pan that brings me joy is the short great need for a further coming together. There have been modem day Boston Tea Party.) 
pan and you will find both parts intertwined herein. The joy too many nice folks promoting their own thing which is of (By the way, Hawaii Electric Company, if someone m 
is that so many concerned people showed up at the course somebody else's own thing. It's good to have a lot of gun powder (which can be legally purchased 81 1 
geothermal festiva]/protest in a spirit reminiscent of the instruments, but it's better when they play in symphony. sporting goods stores for reloading cartridges) and SL 
sixties and early seventies. The food and music were great and there was of course (which can be purchased 81 sporting good stores, hard, 
That spirit is so important and should not be demeaned dancing into the nighL It was truly a festive occasion. stores or restaurant supply houses), and thus makes pll 
and it is not my intention to do so here. However there are There was an undercurrent of heavy discontentment explosives, then sticks a large firecracker with a Jong fill 
certain realities that I am driven to bring to your attention. among many Hawaiians due to their not getting much time it (which can be purchased 81 hobby shops for ro 
Some will of course accuse me of being a conspiracy- to speak or perform. They felt too much time was given to launchers) to detonate the plastic explosive and uses . 
paranoid. Others of you will seriously consider the reality of rock 'n roll and reggae. They said that this event should blow up your drilling equipment (with which you 
the deviousness of•the other side and the necessary steps that have focused more on the issue of their religion which is intending to destroy the rainforest) I won't consider tha 
must be taken if we are going to stop the rape of the expressed through dance and song. It is after all their act of violence either. That will be mm Booton Tea ~ 
rainforest on Hawaii. The matter is of course immensely religion which is being denied and violated in the rape of Open Forum continued on next page---
vested interest in the survival of the Wao Kele O Puna The event was well planned and organized with ~~~~life 
important as a global issue. Each and every person has a Hi'iaka. ( 
rainforest on the Island of Hawaii. Many can't see their ttansportation to and from the airport for other islanders and God' radox 
vested interest because they are blinded by greed or apathy mainlanders. There were camping and crashing places for s own pm 
sba or job security. both druggies and non-druggies. To this writer there is no 
Because Hawaii Electric Company has out-and-out lied to __________________ :::..=-=-~-:::...=-=-:;...::.. ...::..~-. ::=-~-:C~-:::::::::====== 
~vuo:':~ =~ anc1the eco:~i~vin~~~ ~What does the FBI say about Earth First!] 1  1T. G. I. J; 
and solar power we cannot trust their word for anything ~...... ~ 
concerning what is good for die public. It is time to move "They' re short on material assets but long on 
towards PUBLIC UTILITIES. The Hawaii Electric 
~y (which OWDS lhe Maui - Company) .. a dedication ... and I don't really loo'k"fof"ffll!'h'l''tt'> ~::: 
private corporation which operates behind the profit motive. be doing a lot of hurting people . .. This [Dave ---------
What's good for HEC is not necessarily good for the 
consumers. It's time to bn-a up the monopoly on power. Foreman] isn't really the guy we need to pop -
The concert in Keaau on Saturday was a pleasant and Th 
"controlled" event at which many powerful speakers were I mean in terms of an actual perpetrator. is is 
censored from speaking or singing. Toe audience of course the gu we d t t d messag 
was unaware of the censorship that was going on. Several Y nee O pop O sen a e. 
promoters of the event from Maui are calling the whole And that's all we're really doing ... Uh-oh. We 
event a farce as they were used to bring people from Maui to 
the event who were not allowed to speak or sing dleir songs don't need that on tape. Hoo boy." 
ofprotest. 
Take It from FBI agent Michael Fain. He ought to know. For almost a year he 
posed as an environmental activist, joined in protests, linked hands with Earth 
Flrst!ers, volunteered at the office- all part of a multimillion dollar covert oper-
ation. The public can learn what he really thought - quoted above - because 
he forgot to tum off his recorder. 
Wire-tapping, infiltration, secret tapes, incitement... The FBI is spending millions 
of taxpayer dollars against low-budget, non-violent, grassroots environmental 
groups. At the same time, corporate criminals pollute, waste, and destroy without 
effective restraint or fear of prosecution despite constant flouting of environmental 
laws. 
Citizens must safeguard their right to organize and dissent without fear of haras-
sment by the FBI. These next few years will be critical for the planet To permit 
voices of conscience to be silenced Is to risk the future itself. 
I -------- ----------------- -------------- -------~ 
Help us fight this whofesale assault on our most basic civil, 
constitutional rights. The Arizona Five need your support now 
in order to defend their - and our - rights to oppose the 
destruction of our endangered planet. 
Sendto: 
Arizona Five Defense Fund 
POB0x4666 
Salem, OR 97302 
Name 
Address 
Plenty of time was given to a Japanese girl to sing about 
six songs that are soon to be mleased on a record. The songs 
had nothing to do with the geothermal issue. They did D Send me more information 
however take up 1o(s of time and space that could have been • about Earth First! 
City, State Zip 
used by ~ who are c:oncemed with the issues who would : 
~their wne and talents to IIIOre meaningful ~- - --- - ----------- - - - --- - --- - ------------------
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)PEN JFORUM 
Continued from previous page. 
['here was organi7.ed training for non-violence on Swxlay 
ming before the ~ It is important to exhaust all 
ns of non-violence to achieve our just aims of 
resenlativc government before we resort to other 
. " -
~ means to potect our fragile environment for the L--------TI 
vival of our species. That means we must do whatever is ~lLL~ 
essary to save our pJanet for the sake of our children. It ' ) · 
s not mean that we must sit back and wait for the legal ,. llf'II~ 
1e11vers to be fought out in the courts or lcgis)aturcs Or l nliiiit . 
. ch act at a snail's pace. If we wait that long it·will be too JQI f V 
• The powers that be will continue destroying while we ' Illa I 
~ Waibec (who is a lap dog of the Japanese) has SRi'" 
ayed bis own and is facilitating the illegal swapping of T 
:d Hawaiian lands and is doing nothing to stop the ~1AN 
ling and demuction. If anything, it was probably he who \:I 
. the goon squad to procect the rapers at their evil work. 
~ friend brought me a couple of fliers to look at One 
1 STOP GEOTHERMAL ALERT. It is about Rep. Mike 
3effe's resolution calling for a .. slow down" of 
thermal dcvelopmenL I wonder if he is getting any 
,rs for writing such a proposal. Such a J>ioposal is 
gned to placate the anti-geothermal development people. 
JJgl what WC need. What WC need is a stQp wgrk grder, a 
~~ ...... ~_...., 
er t U~ 'YOU iHE MALATHION 5PAAYIMt; WAS 6E1T'f lN6 out or 1-lAl-lt' ,,, "' 
IC and desist order, to get all activity enjoined, an geothermal to have their way), I heard the voice of those 
nction against further drilling or cutting of &recs or who had assumed control of the event and had censored 
dozing or any activity which promoces the destruction of many voices. They proclaimed that we had won a great 
1 one tRC in the rainforest. Whichever auomey obtains victory that day. I recogni7.ed there the wice of the other 
effective instruments lhrough the comts will win the side which bad infiltra1ed our camp. Had the drilling 
ect of the people of dlis great sovereign nation of stopped? Was there an end to the slashing of lhc trees? 
t'aii. I began to consider what I would do if 1 were the pro-
he auomeys who wish to serve in this righteous cause geothermal development soldiers. I would know in advance 
Jld bring suit against the Environmental Protection that there would be a reaction to such a whorendous evil 
acy for non-performance. It could be a Oass Action being done to the earth and that I must be mldy in advance 
by the peqJle of our great land. Now is the time for all to placa1e the opposition in order that I might proceed 
ii men and women ID come to the aid of their country. unhindered. I would send out my own men into the enemy 
hose who bold power tbrougb servitude to money have camp to organize the righteously irate and offended citi1.ens. 
:d to deny 1hc right of ~e govemmenL They Each move lhat I would make would be intended to 
:d down our right to dJe. inidadve, thc-zeby denying the purchase valuable time that I might proceed wilh my 
tie m our great land the power to go over their beads drilling. I would know lhat if the pcq,te were allowed to 
make laws which are not dictated by special interest become violent, national attention would be brought to my 
ips. evil work and support would be garnered by the Olher side 
1 a way Ibey have done us a favor. In voting, they have that would surely overcome me. I would seek to keep the 
ared their true colors and now we know who to drive matter as quiet as pos51l>le. 
, office in the upcoming election. On every island the I would give the opponents a great f'eslival and tell them 
:,rity of people me in favor' of the jni .. e. Abel yet what a wonderful work they wen: doing. I would censor the 
e who claim ID 1ep:CiCDl us vote against us. That's OK. voices that I could not conuol and at the end of the protest 
ir days in office are now numbered. (which bad accomptisbcd nothing that I had not planned and 
hrough the initiadve process we can determine Jaw controlled), I would declare from the front of the aowd at 
elve.1. We can tum evaydung around. We can condemn the gate, "Today we have won a great victory." I would 
radon land to be used for affordable housing. We can bring up names like Ghandi and J~us and calm the people 
nniDe what is affordable. We can determine to have a and make them think that something great had been 
tlic utility." We can mandate rent conlrol. We will be accomplished. I would hope that there would be no one in 
ID mandate that our dependence on fruits and the crowd to remind the peq,lc lhat Jesus made a whip and 
:tables from the mainlaM be ended in that our fiuilS sad drove the money changers from the temple. 
:tables will be grown on Hawaiian lands. We may find it If an evil power is rolling across the land and devouring 
ssary to condemn more plantation land for that purpose the life in its padl and a people that arc numbered greatly 
is not done voluntarily. We can repeal state and property t.000gh to stop the evil power go out to war against it and 
; and tax the tourism industry for our sovereign national shake their fists at it, and scream and shout their displeasure 
s. We can mandale to our public servants that they will at h, and give it gifts, and sing to it, and yet do not directly 
ide us with a mass transit system and even limit the act fon:efully against it, will the evil go away? Where does 
ber of rental cars on our islands (a JUCOt study at MCC the evil come from? How docs he get his servants and 
,s that there arc fourteen lhousand milal cars on Maui's soldiers? 1berc arc those upon the earth who arc motivated 
ways each day). only by their love of money. That is their root. They have 
c will be abJc to JCCa1l politicians who prove not ID be hardened hearts and have stopped their cars so that they 
lie servants." We won't be stuck with crooks for four cannot bear lhc cry of the people. They serve the corporate 
:. We can mandate Jaws chat probilrit lhc pmdl8Se or giant who bas no heart for the people. He is blinded to the 
isition of Hawaii land by foreigners. We will even be needs of the people and bis mind is filled wilh lust for lhe 
to mandate that Jands formerly sold to folcigners must things of this world to which the power of weallh provide 
Id to resident· cimens of the sovereign nation of Hawaii access. He is clothed in unrighteousness and is a raper of the 
so desire. If we so wish. we.will also be able to secede earth and the people who dwell here. He has big. big 
the United Stat.es and become 11IE SOVEREIGN pockets which are filled wilh gain from spoiling the poor. 
ION OF HAW All, ttuly a nalion of the peopJc, by the He does not respond to Ghandi or the kindness of Jesus. His 
e and for the people. These lhings arc but the and bis servants• hearts arc void of light because they arc 
ning of powers that can be restored to the people of given over to the love of money which is the root of all evil. 
iland nation. Yes, I beanl his soldiers proclaim to us that we had won a 
the end of the two-day event I began to see dungs from gfflll victory. There is a saying that we are all familiar with. 
her side as a chess player must do in order to beat his "The proof is in the puddin' ." The drilling goes on. Tbe 
1ent If your opponent has an objective he will have a forest is cut 
o acmeve his objective that is facililated by deception. Trees arc 1he lungs of the earth and all acation is 
lCCeSS8I')' to move into the opponent's court and to moaning in travail for the awakening of the sons and 
1vcr there so the opponent does not know he is being daughters of God. Hear it, brothers and sisters'! Do you hear 
u1ated into defeat, but rather chinks that he is the call to war for the people of the earth? We have learned 
ing vk:toty. At the end of the proteSt (as we were lhat government is unresponsive to the caring for the 
told to cooperate completely and allow the servants of envilmmenL All of ID8IWDd all over the earth depends on 
the oxygen that is produced by our Rainforest of Wao Kele 
0 Pima. The violation of this rainforest is an outtage to the 
safety of our entire planet and all who dwell here. 
APPROPRIATE RAGE 
Each conccmed person must know the enemy will do all 
it can to infiltrate us and to find out•our plans. We must act 
as individual soldiers with a secret mission. We must also 
act together in great numbers. Perhaps lhc next time that two 
thousand people gather to protest the rape of Hi' ialca there 
will be two thousand anned with tear gas masks, Molotov 
cocklails and rocks that Pete has provided. When die world 
sees lhat, and they will, many will come here from all over 
the world to join us in our baUle to save the planet. The 
battle lines have been drawn. I will not spell it out any 
further for you. Consider that your families and their lives 
for gencralions arc at stake. That the insanity of 
environment dcslruclion must be stopped by the most 
effective and expedient means. Now is the lime for 
approprialC rage. 
I was told a story about another project on Maui 
sometime ago that was turning the forests into wood chips to 
be shipped to Japan. The people wrote petitions which went 
unheeded. They gathered and protested and shouted and 
waved signs. They whined. 
Then one night some serious person went to the 
destruction site and burned all the equipmenL That was the 
end of the selling of the forest to Japan for wood chips. That 
was another Boston Tea Party. 
And so brothers and sisters, I give you caution. It is not a 
caution that will keep you from acting in concert. I 
commend you for your spirit that is reminiscent of the six-
ties and seventies. Those were some of the most powerful 
times of our generations. We are more mature now and so is 
the opposition in reading us and planning accordingly. We 
can throw the opposition off by reaching even further back 
to another powerful spirit lhat was exhibited. A spirit in the 
people that caused them to take on the greatest of all 
empires. The spirit of 1776 is the spirit that will give life to 
new Boston Tea Parties against every kind of injustice. 
Our brave ancestors who took on the British Empire in 
their quest for Life, Liberty and Justice for all Died every 
form of redress that they could, believing that there was a 
spark of right in their oppressors that wouJd ~ to them 
in a positive manner. They woefully found out that 
oppressors have no intention of liberating the oppressed and 
so in a spirit of independence they set out to claim that 
which was rightfully theirs. They wmed in the ballot box for 
the cartridge box. 
Perhaps things arc not that far aJong here yeL Perhaps 
they arc. There are certain inalienable rights. Included in 
life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness arc clean air and 
water, without which there will be none of the others. Now 
is the time to SUlnd up, now is the time to acL befme it's too 
late! The FORCE is with us! 
NOTICE OF ADDRESS CHANGEI 
Correspondents be informed that we ar 
receiving mail for the Kama'aina News 
at: P.O. Box 33031, Kahului, HI 96733 
~• AtNA 1'ffi'W.s-= -~~~~~ 
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WAO KELE O PUNA T,Q 
JAIL, A WALK IN THE rAST 
11.©WLAND TROPICAL 
RAINFQREST IN T~E 
UNITEID STATES, H~WAl'I, 
1990 
We came to worship the sacred land by defending her. To 
some the rainforest is a multi-dimensional money machine 
which makes more environmental terrorism possible. For 
others, those one hundrro and forty•two who got arrested, 
and those-arrested before them, and those of us ready to get 
arrested again, and again. and again, the Rainforest, Woo 
Kele O Puna, is as precious as our Mother. It is Mother to 
many other species found nowhere else on this planet She is 
being raped. about to be slaughleted. The world is beginning 
to take notice of the ab'Ocities being committed against the 
Natural Order of the Earth, and loving people gather to 
. , 
demand peace and rational action. But m~t people who get arrested in defense of the 
For the people everywhere who value a healthy life, clean environment don'L Native ladies and gentlemen who just 
water to drink, fresh air to breathe, a rich environment to want to raise their kids and worship their Gods and 
pass on to their children and grandchildren, we got amsted C-.oddesses, fish in peace, and love the land, they were there. 
for you, too. Even if you were the officer who handcuffed Young, old, business people, farmers, secretaries, the new 
the little girl in front of me who was crying as she was being age, the new wave, the old and young nature people, 
loaded into the van. Even for Judge Chillingsworth who mothers, children ALL PEOPLE WERE 
used to be the auomcy for Leilani Esrates, which is the real REPRESEN'FED! Not just the "hippie pot growers and 
reason he never should have been allowed to preside over outsiders" that ~ the 'honest tax payer' $S5,000 as has 
the arraignment of the Puna 142. been widely, irre.,pol1Sl'bty reported. 
The scene Thursday morning, March 29th, at the little 
court house in Keeau began with lovely weather and 
intimidation. 
The signs on the courthouse wall greeting the multi• 
colored people of Hawai'i and the mainland stated the 
maximum sentences we'd been charged with: a thousand 
dollar fine and time in jail or a thousand dollar fine withouL 
The media blank being drawn over the Mm:h 2S protest 
in Woo Kele O Puna~ - Where 11)()() people 
marched to defend the Earth, the U.S. Constitution, and the 
future quality of life for all - obscured even the L.A. 
Tunes, UPI and AP. Heavy controlling forces and apathy 
have been working oveitime until now. 
jail time. No mention of minimum fines, no "innocenl until. U~:K. 
proven guilty." M~ people's charges had been reduced to 
Simple T~. eliminating the possibility of getting legal 
defense unless they had the money to pay for it themselves. 
As the Judge refused to allow the Prosecuting Attorney 
for the Stale to tell 'on the record' of the court why our 
charges were reduced from Criminal Trespass to Simple 
Trespass, we protested in court to the point that we were 
ushered out' the back door by a big guy in a blue suiL Some 
[Big Island Photos;, Pages 4, 6 & 7 1y T. M. 
. Tice and P. von Hartmann] 
~ 6-Spccial~ Ap(il4J.990-MMJ.•AINA !NEW~ 
didn't even get a chance to plead anything other tha 
"not guilty" plea they'd been automatically given. The ; 
prefaced the meeting wilh each group of protester! 
witnesses with a recitation of the maximum charges, , 
not mentioning the minimums, presumably tryin 
intimidate people into pleading "no contest," which ~ 
help to unburden the court system and save money. 
yourself how you'd feel about not having an anomc 
def end you, just so the judge can speed things along fc 
Stale and save money for proponents of geolhc 
developnenL 
, .m.ir:a:n: ..... -
Sure, a little bit of tax money gets spent in a trai1 
exercise, at tiJ1le.and•a.half, for the cops, but think aboul 
bucks they'll looe if·we don't get convicted! Hthe Puna 
aren't found guilty, that means it's okay to walk on land 
was ceded to the Hawaiian People, forever. It will mean 
the land swap which illegally took away the rainf OJM 
allowed bulldozers to violate Consriwtional and moral L 
while they ripped the lives out of endemic indigen 
species, it will mean that will stop. 
And then we can get on with developing a decenttali 
energy future for Hawai'i and the world, using solar, wi 
conservation technology. recycling and common sense. 
Homemade BAGELS Baked Fresh Daily 
201DahyRoad 
Kahulul, Maul, ID 96732 
(808) 871--4825 
wholesale/mall 
• French Bread 
• Smdwiches 
• Deli/Bakeiy 
• Eat-in or TaJce.out 
-
Al RLIN E TICKETS 
Ph: (808) 871~ 
We Cosh All Klnds 
Checks Ccshed• food stamp 
333 Dally, Rd., SU1te 110 
Kahulol, Maul. HI 96 732 
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1/ 2 MILE FROM AIRPORT 
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If the Puna 142 are convicted. it will mean two steps 
ickward for our chances for survival Not only will 
:othennal development destroy drinkable water and 
-eathable air in Hawai'i and contnbute to the global havoc. 
ll it will prove to be another blind alley designed to keep 
; from taking control of our own energy needs. 
Watch for the next walk in the Woo Kele O Puna. ''The 
Earth Is Our Mother, We Will TaJce Care or .Her;' we 
chanted and will chant until she is defended. And Peace will 
be used to defeat the dark forces or humanity. The same 
ones who exploit Nawre in so many other ways, The same 
as those who announce wars to bolster their failed 
economies based on wasteful consumption. And finally. 
those who don't, as individuals, do everything they possibly 
can to heal the planeL Because the ultimate power does lie 
in the pocketbook of every one of us. 
Thal is the power which is only surpassed by the power of 
the pen. lhe camera. the brush - the Truth, communicated. 
Thal is why the State Prosecutor took down the signs 
announcing the maximwn fines and penalties rather than put 
up the sign I suggested. "Innocent Until Proven Guilty," at 
the arraignment in Keeau. Unless that is a concept you are 
willing to let go of, as we have let go so easily of so many of 
our freedoms lately. lhen this is the time to fight for your 




If you are in favor of geothennal development. talk with 
someone at any one of the Island activist groups who are 
involved. If you are against geodlermal and favor 
alternative, non-polluting. inexpensive, truly renewable 
solutions to HawaiTs effon to kick its petroleum.habit., then 
Jet other people all over the world.know how you feel. 
Support the people of Hawai'i in the fight to tum these 
environmental crimes against the world into the turning 
point for the entire environmental movement. 
The day we return to the Sacred Rainforest to pray. to 
show our love for the Earth, to embrace our freedom 
without being taken to jail for it. that will be the day the 
world will have at least a chance of surviving. If that day 
comes soon enough, we may yet be able to enjoy clean, 
healthy lives in a world shared wilh all creatures, of which 
more are lost with each minute we delay. 





2153 Main Street 
Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii 96793 .. 
(8'08) 242-8580 




Land Law /Real Estate 
€ontract Law 
International Law 
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Continued from previous page. issued to OrmatJPuna Geolhennal Venwre by the Hawaii 
County Planning Commission is still in progress. 
UPQATE FROM PELE 
IDEFE~SE FUND 
• PUC Intervention: In late January 1990, Pele Defense 
F~d filed a petition for intervention in the matter of the 
Public Utilities Commission to institute a proceeding to 
require energy utilities in Hawaii to implement Integrated 
Resource Planning. 
Dear Friends of Pele Defense Fund: • Our challenge to the COWJty's "Rule 12" process is 
Aloha, p~dy being filed. Rule 12, which replaced the contested 
Herc is a synopsis of our work in various fronts: case hearing process ( only for geodtennal issues), has 
1) IN THE COURTS: proven to be totally inadequate in addressing residents' 
• Land Exchange Challenge (Ulalco v. Paty appeal): This concerns, and denies citizens' constitutional rights to due 
case, challenging the exchange of ceded lands at Wao O process. 
Kele and o Puna (to ·Campbell Estate from the State of • An appeal or the DepL of Health's decision to grant 
Hawaii Dept. of Land and Natural Resourtcs ), is scheduled Ormat's ATC pennit will likely be filed soon. 
to be heard in San Francisco Ninth Circuit Cowt of Appeals • Legal action may also be pursued. if ne«.ssary, to 
on Maren_ 12, 1990. Addilional plaintiffs have recently address concerns of area residcnlS reporting observed 
joined this case, nalive Hawaiians with strong claims to use violations of True's preliminary injuction against certain 
of the area for traditional gathering and medicinal purposes. activities, notably clearing, vendng. and night time 
• DOH CASE (Ahdi et al v. Lewin, Dept. of Health, and operations. 
True Geolhermal Co.): This case involves an appeal of the 
decision of the Dept. of Health (DOH) to grant an Authority 2) EDUCATIONAL EFB)RTS; 
to Construct (ATCO permit) to the True Geothmnal Co. for • We are expecting good attendance and coverage of a 
construction of 12 geothermal wells in the Woo Kele O statewide smes of forums this week which will focus on the 
Puna Natural Area Reserve • While the inidal trial was being economic impacts of geodlermal development in Hawaii. 
heard last month (Jan. 29 - Feb. 8). a second A TC pennit Robert McKusick and Richard Topielec of Northwest 
was quietly approved by the DOH on Feb. 6. to Omlal Economic Associates. Inc., will present their recently-
Energy System•s Puna Geothermal Venture. As requested completed and updated ''F.conomic Analysis of the Kilauea 
by PDF lawyer Anthony RankCl1 at a Feb. 27 hearing in Hilo Geothermal Development and Inter-ls!and Cable ProjccL" 
Third Circuit Court. Judge Kimura agreed to reopen the case Also on hand will be Robert Mowris. an energy efficiency 
to allow for presentation of additional evidence. This case expert who has recently completed a Iq>Ort on Energy 
primarily addresses issues of air, water, and noise pollution, Efficiency and Least Cost Planning in Hawaii; and longtime 
and ha7.ardous waste disposal which have not been PDF attorney Tom Luebbcn. We hope that this factual 
sufficiendy addressed nor n:plaled by the Dept of Health, information will pmvide proof to the governor, legislators, 
resuldng in acts and omissions which threaten local county councils, union leaders. ratepayers, and 
environmental quality and are conttary to the interests of the taxpayers, of the eamomic folly of pursuing geotbermal 
public. development in Hawaii. 
• T~ Case: The "Wao Kele 19", some arrested as • "Pele's Appeal" was shown on the local Honolulu 
they were denied access to the forest for n:ligious pmposes public television station on Mareh 1, and is generating calls 
3) MEDIA/DIRECT ACTION; 
• The second Nalional Day of Outrage against 
Geothermal Co. on Feb. 20, 1990, saw demonsb"a1ia 
Caspar, Wyoming (6 people arrested}, San Francisco, 
Angeles, Washington D.C. (70 people marched at the 'V 
House), Irvine, Ca., and Bloomington, Indiana, as we 
he.re in Hawaii (2 arrested at Wao Ke le O Puna). 
Today published an article in their Statesline section 
day ("Heat's oil in Hawaii for Volcano Tapprzsj. 
• We have kept media coverage consistent on the 
level, and national coverage continues to increase. The 
York Tunes article of l/'1£,l90 was a positive one m 
generating some msponse. We have had inquiries ftor 
the major network teJevwoo stations for infonnatia 
preparation for possible in-depth coverage. Often 1 
contaclS are due to din:ct contacts of news people I)) 
friends. Mahalo. 
Daily WC bear of additional coverage. The latest iSSl 
the U111e Reader, for instance, C8Iries an ovcrvieY 
coverage by Olbcr publications ("Saving Native Ha• 
Nadvc People and Forests in the 50th Slate fare no b 
than those in Brazil or Malaysia"). We appreciate rccei 
copies of any coverage you might come across, as we 
photos of local demonstrations. 
• The "Reclaim the Rainforest" action iniliated by 
four month old · Big Island Rainforest Action G 
(BIRAGO}, and co-sponsored by Pelc Defense FUil( 
scheduled for March 24 and 25. Lots of ~nse has I 
generated from activists nationwide. Rainforest Ac 
Network has initiated a "Break for the Rainforest MareJi 
25" campaign encouraging activists to come to the 
Island to join in protesting the destruction of the l 
rainforest. Pele Defense FWKl has begun to mobilize 
statewide native Hawaiian population to participate. 
Mahalo for all your continued support and networl 
The condnued escalation in pressure on govcrm 
officials and developers from all of your efforts is havin 
effect. The taxpayers me n:fusing to succmnb to 
potential economic disaster, and many more are begin 
to recognize the validity of our native claims. Keep in to 
and others arrested as a result of conscientious civil for additional information and offers of help. The videotape Aloha. Malama pono ..... .a hui hou. 
disobedience, will appear in court tomom>w in Keaau for condnues to be a very effective way d bringing people to a With lifelong commitment, 
Palikapu Dedman 
Pele Defense Fund 
P.O.Box404 
Volcano, Hawaii 96 sentencing. good understanding of our native viewpoinL 
No More Little Beach ... 
Get naked and tan all over- in private ... 
No more tan lines ... 
Get a grand tan without the sand ... 
-A more controlled tan without sunburn-
( __ T~cl~ll-~_T_o_11_e~J 
Body wraps and toning 
for men & women 
As seen on "fhe Phil Donohue Show 
Phil lost 1 1/2" off his waist in the first wrap 
as people watched on "live" TV! 
Complimemted by tanning 
~II under one rroof 
r ... .. ·· · . 
b .· . . · . ·9. 
❖•.. • • . 
" . . -
. . · .... 
. . . . . . . . . ! 
RAST 28 CUSTOMERS 
~99§ for aae y· ·ear · J .· . . ... . 
< 
l:VIZl:IJ§• 877-SLIM 
250 Alamaha St. N6A, Kahului, HI 96732 
'i Experience the tropics daily with fresh 
arrangements in your home or office 
- deliveries available. 
'i Catering to weddings and receptions 
on our lush 5-acre Garden 
'i Gift shop and deli 
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Tax Time 1990 
by A.E. Skipton 
Tax time, April IsJh 122il, 
Government waste, fraud and cmruption is easy to~-
Tax procesras. tax coJlectors and the l.B.S.. 
It's all over the spending of our dollars and J:mm. 
1 of S taxpayers admit that they~ 
Beating the I.R.S. is quite ab. 
I.R.S. seizures, raids and intimidation., 
Tune to create 1hc re-binh of our JliUism. 
The U.S. Constitution, the law of the .land. 
Tax protesters can sure use your helping .band. 
The U.S. Constibllion says gold and silver for our 
.ds2llm. 
Rise up people, let the government bear you IIDJm, 
The U.S. Constitution says Congress only to coin our = Federal Reserve Bank, wbo gets the milk and 
Jlmm. 
Tax time, tax time. April 15th llm. 
A time for protc.,t, Government waste. fraud and 
corruption. it can't bl::. 
Lie Down With Dogs 
ry Tom McCarthy 
Hawaiian Fan & Lighting Co., Inc. 
Forty years ago, my f'alber 81M "me a piece of advice; be 
lid, "Son, if you lie down wilb clop. you'll get up with 
cm." Unfmtunately, we often forpt om pan:nts' wisdom 
xi go cm to 1eam in our own. often punfuJ. way. 
Last.Septanber my rompany ~ a fabulous suue-of-
ie-art Casablanca ceiling fan/light for a full page ad in the 
laui Bulletin. You know, the self-procJaimed "no 
.ues ... just good news" rag. Well, the ad came out wilh less 
an acceptab)e quality and, to compound the matter, the 
:amera ready" ...e1ox that the Bulletin supplied the Maui 
ews was such that the Maui News ads weie of poor quality 
well When I poinb:d this out to 1bc Bulletin they were 
It interested in any Jcind of reparation. At this POini .I
:cided to forget the mauer and chalk it up to~ -
Several mooths went by until we noticed our art work, 
tually a Casablanca fan, appearing in our competitor's ad. 
t1k about gall, audacity ... what cbldzpalil When I pointed 
is out to the JR$ident of 1bc Bulletin, she bealed it as no 
1 deal, that it wouldn't happen apin ••. but while I have 
u on the line. "did you tdJ 1bc husband of our editm that 
u would never do business widJ the Bulletin again?" To 
lich I answered, ""That's comet, I wouldn' L Good-bye," 
d I hwig up. I used no loud talk, no profanity, although I 
ISl say it would have been understandable had 11 
My candor prompted an assault by the Bulletin attacking 
r good name. For five straight weeks the Bulledn chose to 
1 a defamatory ad suggesting that people were having 
es and/or service problems with our company. Further, 
Bulletin continued to not only use our fan illusttations 
. also piraled the Casablanca Fan Company's registered 
:lemarlc. 
)n the hwnmous side, I thought it was particularly 
eworthy that for three issues of the Bulletin. nm over a 
r week period. U4-page ads complete with our 
sttations and Casablanca's registered trademark appean!d 
ng to sell ... one fan (the one we IJ'aded to them) for 1/l of 
at it should sell for. Finally a nice man. who we have 
IC business with for years, bought iL So much for the 
:cliveness of advertising in 1hc Bulletin! Someone who 
Jld have bad to pay for that ad space would have blown 
: or six hundred bucks. 
o remember, we're never too old to heed our parents' 
ice. And in this case, Dad was right: .. You do get up with 
s when you lie down with dogs." 
SUDA'S 
HAPAT• ao
Canadian Bacon, Cheese, Italian Sausage, Round 
Omon, Green Pepper, Mushroom, Black Oli11e, Pineapf,1e 
COUNTRY BOY 
Portuguese Sausage, Pepperoni, Round Onion,_ 
Mushroom, Black Oli11e, Green Pepper •Cheese,, ___.,...,.____./1r 
LOCAL BOY 
Cheese, Char Siu, Round Omon, Tomato 
Black Olive 
61 S. Kihei Road 
Call Today Limited Free Delivery 
879-7133 
Lahaina Sign Co. 
"07, 
One Stoo For All Phases of Sign & Design . 
1013-C Limahana Place, Lahaina, HI 96761 
(808) 667-5766 

































Maui Association for 
Retarded Citi7.ens 
242-5781 
Maui Center for 






Maui Family Suppon 
Services 
II 244-7937 















I Society for Crippled 





' Women helping ' I ' I Women/Shelter t 
579-9581 
Sexual Assault Crisis 
Center 
242-4335 
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Re: Senator Inouye's moR peculiar vote swing. 
TRAINING SESSION 
ANNOUNCE0 
To help our local and neighbor island non-profits compete 
P©l!JTICS & PR©:fEIN 
by Susanne Sydney 
more effectively for funding. the County of Maui and I discovered this taste sensation at a charming rist.orante I
Lokahi Pacific will co-host a Grantsmanship Center Camineuo many years ago when I was living in Roma: 
Training Program at the Wailuku Community Center the Feggcini Verde cgn Piselli (green fetwcini widl peas) and 
Dear Mr. Tice: week of April 23rd. have prepared it a d07.cn different ways. The simplest is: 
When election time comes around it is important to The Grantsmanship Center is the countty•s oldest and boil water for noodles, place colander or sttainer on pot and 
remember that our good Seuaror Inouye. who in the past has largest educational instiwte devoted exclusively to the needs empty can of pe-a, liquid and all. into strainer. Remove 
consistcnlly voted for reductions in the Star Wars programs. of non-profit organizations. Dming the past 10 years. more when water comes to a boil, Jet drain in sink. 
changed his position and on Thursday, Sept. 28. 1989, voted than 30,000 people aams the countty have l8keo part in its In serving bowl, grate 1/2 cup provolone or momsrella; 
for an amendment by Senator Sam Nwm to the Defense programs. According to a recent Grantsmanship Caner lfl cup jack er colby or mozzarella; lfl cup parmesan or 
Appropriations Bill adding $(i()() million of our taxes to Star evaluation, past participants rq,otted mising over $129 romano or bodl; and cut up 112 stick butter or margarine. 
Wars. The amendment won. 53-47. million in funds after attending Grantsmanship Center Stir the bot drained peas into the butter and cheese, likewise 
It is interesting to note that the senator bas not - in his trainings. Participants range from the smallest non-profit the noddles. Whack 'cm. Also splendid with a can of tuna 
usual manner - bad the courtesy to reply to my letter agencies to the largest public institutions and represent all tossed in. an extra sprinkle of romano ••• mmmgone broke da 
asking him about his change in voting. Unusual, too, is that areas of hwnan service activity. mouL 
his local offict never called me back when once again I During an intensive week•long workshop, uainees will Calling all Men and Women! Come To The Aid of Your 
asked for an explanation; and the co.ordinator for the acquile basic planning and proposal writing skills as well as Countty ••• it's 1990! ••• an e1t.ction year. We need a fresh 
Imematkma1 Physicians For The Prevention of Nuclear War the ins and outs of government. foundations and corporatc new baU:b of candidates - a few OREA T men or/women, 
(lPPNW) for lhe Hawai•i chapter never received a reply to grants. young or old. bright enough to know if we allow the 
his leUm' either. Interested persons may contact Ms. Connie Anderson of incumbents ID cmtinue lbcir quest Maui will become a rich 
Of course with all the talk about a rocket launch pad al the Co1D1ty Housing Divisim al 243-73S1 or Ms. Jo-Ann man's gheUo entirely, all worms commuting from Molokai 
South Point on the Big Island... Ridao of Lokahi Pacific al 242-5761 for more information. and Lanai. BRA VB enough to want to be one of the ones to 
In Peace, or call The Grantsmanship Center at 1•800-421•9512 ID change things. to make a difftmlCC. GENEROUS enough to 
Helga Kliche-Cmtello register. Tuition is S545.00. give up biB/her own pursuits to wort for the public good on 
.------=-,.,. -----------, Dear Friends: 8 daily basis, for at least two YaD'5 (possll>ly four if dJe VOie 
Ors. Natalie & John Tyler, 
1 
oppose· the geodlerma1 development proposed for passes). DEDICATED to making Maui a far finer p1ace ID 
Psychotherapists specializing in Couple, Family, Group & Hawaii. n1.a--help make my view known. SkyFi~--s.-- call home,. and lhe worship of Mother Nature and the 
JndMdual Therapy , Adult Children of Alcoholic & c--.. . w..iKil" wondrous gifts she bas beslowed on us. 
Dysfunctional Families Wo rkshop!», ---"""'!"'"~~------Haiku___ Ten people nm this Island County (Maui. Molokai, Lanai 
using Tran sactional Analysis Ge!ttalt Rcdcci!»ion Therapy , ' I A. D-~ ~
1
-v A " and Mololdni) _ The mavnr and nine ,.,..tftMin-...,, a 
Family Systems.A Cour..c jn Mirach!!» -- ~- ...,..."'"t"'•"""-
joyfully announce with ALO HA our move from the Mainland and the mayor~ it out (administration-host) (halfback). 
and the Twelve Step Program , ~ majority of five 00 the council make the laws (game plan) 
and the opening of our Psychotherapy Practice in Mau i, Professional Audio I support Marvin Mi~ for mayor if he runs .•• there is some 
with offices in Kahulu 1 and K1hci. ' & Video Production question of it right now because of the health of his 
EAST WEST CENTER for PSYCHOTHERAPY 
and PAIRS TRAI N ING 
(fra ctlca l hPp hcation of Intimate Relationship ~kilts). 
For informati on call 879-2766, 879-0097, 
or 244-4141. 
falher ••• but I hope a few thousand of his supponers will 
Reasonable rates tor: WEDDINGS • MUSIC give him a call at his office, Office of Environmental 
SPECIAL EVENTS • COMMERCIAL SPOTS Quality Control, 548-6915, and tell him, "Hell no, we won't 
go widl any of the Olber candidates!" Come on Marvin. we 
trill Franklin Russell 8 71-3597 need you ••• .and five more like him on the councllt 















Across from Kalama Park in Kihe1 
)PEN FORUM 
Cootinued from previous page. 
rEditor. 
fowadays as you drive, espcclally in the Censral Valley 
on the Western side of the island, you can see what's 
of many Hide asrimals run over on dlc highway. 
1gooses. whom as cute as they are nobody seems to like 
:b in 1be islands. Domestic calS and dogs. even a stray 
· or two, accmding to the newspaper, get hit by cars 
-y now and ~ and lie lbere ugly and dead. I've even 
1 the Hawaiian owl, the put:0, nm over. Especially on 
lilffllCh of highway crossing the Central Valley to the 
ort. Many of them. 
bis seems to me a metaphor. A sign. 
·ears ago a dog could lie down in the middle of Kihei 
l and 1IOl have to move for quite a while. The same on 
at Sln:el in Labaina. Tbcy beUt.r not tty that now. 
levelopmenL Development they call i1. And 
istructim. Construction Ibey call iL And with those two 
' and '4C" wmds the lildc animals have no place to nm. 
neither do we. You sec, years ago Maui used to be rural 
:haracter. 'I'bal's wbal auracll:d so many of us hem. 
t's why the liUle animals l'..omd thrive. And as you know 
gs have changed and me changing even more. 
lb, I &heady know that some of my critics will point out 
it isn't only Maui when: things get nm over on the 
1way. But bear wi1h me, I'm taDdng about a process, sec. 
rocess. How things go from one stage to another. This 
happened bef'om in oda p1lces. 
lben the white man crossed the great continent of North 
erica. shooting the buffalo from aboard passing trains for 
1. the liUJe ammals began to die in great nmnbels. 
Jl'C that Ibey had been bunted mainly for food by tbc 
its. A difterent cddc. a different value had set in. 
.ut how docs a dead pueo, nm over on Kuibe1ani 
bway, or somebody's domestic cat or dog crashed into 
whem on Maui compme to 1bat? Basically, what I'm 
1g to say is nature bas DOI designed 1bem for dJ8I. Tho 
hcxsc and ~ alJIOIDObile wilh glaring btadligbts aDCl 
parati~ fantasdc speed ovm1ake diem. and they die. 
ring US only their P"8fl8Jed bodies ID melapbor. why? 
ven the mongoose, swift enouall to beat a cobra in 
le, loses to die wbcels of an automobile doing sixty. 
:n. You've seen them. Somo of you even tty to nm them 
•• Tell the truth. 
So what? Well. I don't want to come across as some 
"bleeding heart liberal" who bemoans the environment at a 
meeting then goes out for a steak dinnec. Again. basically, 
I'm saying you've gotta know bow to read the signs. Just 
like you gotta know 011 the highway when the light goes 
fromgr=1toml. 
These Hide animals are getting run over because the basic 
condiaons of their agreement with life have changed. 
Moreover, lbrough no fault of their own. Development and 
Consttuetion. Highways and Cars are not dungs that nature 
bas designed diem for. They had no way of expecting those 
things and have no way to cope. 
Some guy who has DO IDlderslanding of the risk 
of paying rent, deposit. iemodeting costs, in~tory COSIS. 
and the risky thrill of opening the doors to a business. Some 
guy who would never stand on Kihei Road in a parking lot 
in the baking hot SWl peddling wares. and who would 
especially never, never take the mk of scorn of SIBDding by
the side of the road peddling wares to passersby. Some guy 
who bas a secure job and a pension to look forward to paid 
for by taxes. 
And the nude beach people. It's OK for Americans to lie 
naked and dead on batdefields and beaches all across the 
Pacific, near the 38th parallel in Komt and rot in the 
stinking jungles of Vietnam. but it's not OK to 181cc your 
But some will sec in this Darwin's "Survival of the clodles off and live for the freedom others have been willing 
FittcsL" Perhaps this is an evolulionary stage whcic only the to die for. This attitude seems common. It is much 
strong survive? Are Cars. Boats and Planes part of the plan? applauded to die for fmedom, but to live for it seems 
The Grand Design? Pe1baps so. I know there's some guy out sometimes much unwelcome. Ask any small businessman. 
thete who thinks that Computc"ZS are. He believes lhat especially in Hawaii. Ob. the State and County officials get 
humans will deposit all of their acquired inldligencc inlO upset at language like that, charging them wilh disrespect 
indestrucb'blc computer fonn and blast off for distant planets for business. I repeat. Ask any small businessman in Hawaii. 
leaving the hulk of.Earth behind. Well, loot at it this way: at Go ask the guys in Makawao how they feel now. 
least he has some hope. The businesses lhat get respect are huge. Multinational 
Meanwhile, back on Earth, and back on Maui, the Kihei COipOrations are peferablc. You know why. The bigger the 
Rold vendors are being pushed around. The people who go better. Screw those linlc guys. 
to the nude beach at Makena are being pushed around. The 
men:hants in Makawao are being pushed around. And none 
of these groups seems to get the connection of one to the 
other. 
Down on Kihci Road they came with boulders awhile 
back, and overnight put the huge rocks whem the peddlers 
used to set up rickety tables trying to make a living. When 
calls were made to the County. who was behind this? 
Nobody. How did it happen? Nobody knows. At SL 
Tbcrcsa•s Clnm:b a thriving swap meet almost every 
weekend in the parking loL Overnight the edict came. Pau, 
ihat's it, get OUL Not in a couple of weeks. but tomorrow. 
Now. Out. it's over. Like die Gestapo. Like Hitler's 
Gmmany. Lite Mussolini. No warning. Blitzkrieg. 
And in Makawao, the same thing. But this time with the 
eslBblisbed merchants th=. What goes around comes 
amund. Get OIJL Close down your ~ immediately. 
Yoo don•t have proper parking. Your old buildings arc not 
up to code. They"ve been there for years. We've ign<ed 
lbem for years. But DOW, get OUL C8lls CD die County again. 
And who's bcbind it? Some guy who bas never nm a 
business of his own in all his life. Some guy who bas a 
sccme eighty lbousand ollar a year job, or wba=ver. wilb 
tbeCounty. 
Pearl bearing on:hid "' 
Does anybody out tba'e understand why mod1ers with 
babies are willing to stand on South Kihei Road, despite the 
scorn of govemmcnt officials, some selling their handmade 
art. trying to cope wilh the enoimous costs of living spurred 
on by Conslruction. Development and huge corporate 
interests? Docs anybody undemand that Little Beach 
Makena is in lhc middle of an area designated for massive 
DcveJopment? And that lbc holels planned for that area need 
dial beach, just like they needed old Makcna Road? And 
lbat lbosc interests are willing IO use State and County 
agencies to do their dirty work and are also willing to USC 
imagemaking to make us look down on the peddlers on 
Kihei Road and at the nude beach as though they are freaks 
and Un-American somehow? 
But wilh each freedom lhlt gets crushed all of us arc 
le.Bned. Wbelher you get pushed on to the reservation. or 
insiead benefit from lbc fact that odlers are pushed onto it, 
in a sense you live on a reservation too . The black people in 
South Africa get pushed onto "homelands" but the white 
people are equally. albeit luxudously, imprisoned too. Sec 
wbatlmean? 
Name wilhlleld by request. 
Rainbow Discount Liquor 
surrounded by soft air 
fems 
Rapturous love scent 
shall 
COMPUTER REPAIR 
IBM~ - APPLE* & Compatibles 
Great Prices on IBM-type Hardware 
No Help - No Chorge RAINBOW MALL 
KAMA'AINA STORE 
PARIY DISCOUNT FREE QUOTES 
LARGE SELECTION: t 
BEER. WINE, SPIRITS Ji ~ 





reminds you of our 
New address: 
P.O. Box 33031, 
Kahului, HI 96733 




We Come To You 
Tine Real American Manifrestco before the French and Indum War ended. Throughout the colonies and overseas in Engla 
George had become a living military legend aft.et 
tJNGOMM@N $cN$1= :::=:=:~~1re:n::=~~ ~ ~=f=~·~u:,~ 
himself. George rode horseback up and down the entire of the enemy was unchallenged. He was a hero, 
column to nlly all of the survivors to fight. George's a few weeks after Braddock's defeat, be retired 
gallant efforts saved the remaining live Redcoat sol- his Mt. Vemoo home. He was only 23 years c 
diers from a total massacre. and in a letter to his brother, this living military leg. 
F.ditor's Note: 
Bill Mmray, National Director for THE REAL AMERI-
CAN MOVEMENT in ValleyForge,PA,hasgiventheKA-
MA' AINA NEWS permission to print UNCOMMON 
SENSE in serial fonn for your reading enjoymenL All he 
wantedinretum wasasubscriptionto KAMA' AINA NEWS. 
We have accommodated each other's publications so dlat 
you might be made more aware o( the perils ahead in these 
perilous times. It is our common hope lhat die book, UN-
COMMON SENSE, will shake you and wake you. 
Publisher's Nole: 
We are ~eased to continue serial publicalion of "Uncom-
mon Sense." 
When the French and Indians rcaUud that diey reviewed his military career like this: ••1 was emplo: 
could not completely finish the kill, they retired back to go a journey in the winter (when I believe few 
to Fort Duquesne. none would have undertaken it) and what did I 
With George in command, the colonials protected by it? My expenses borne! I then was appointed \'I 
the rear of the retreating Redcoats all the way back trifling pay to conduct a handful of men to the Ol 
to Williamsburg. What did I get by this? Why, after putting myselJ 
Continued 
Descn"bing the disaster, George later wrote: "We a considerable expense by equipping and prom 
were attacked by about 300 French and Indians. Our necessaries for the campaign, I went out, was soon 
numbers consisted of about 1300 well armed men, beaten ••• came in, and had my commission taJ 
chiefly regulars, who were immediately struck with from me, or in olber words, my command rcduc 
such a deadly panic that nothing but confusion and under pretense of an order from home . . • I ha 
disobedience of orders prevailed amongst them • • • been on the losing order ever since I entered the s 
Chapter 6 the English soldiers broke and ran as sheep before vice." And regarding the Braddock defeat, be refer. 
the bounds . • . The Oeneral (Braddock) was wounded to the "dastardly behavior of the Regular tr0ol'. 
behind in the shoulder and into the b~ of which and the ••cowan11y Regulars . • • Shamefully beati The Father of Our Countcy 
To trust the soul's invincible surmise 
Was all his science and his only an. 
-George Santayana 
he died three days after." by a handful of men." 
George was not impressed with the discipline and George rested at Mt. Vernon for only two wee. 
fighting ability of the Redcoats at Fort Necessity, and when Dinwiddie persuaded him to accept baclt 
he was even less impressed with these same traits of colooial militia commission again at the rank of co 
the Redcoats under Braddock's command. He filed net. George's new military mission was to defe 
these thoughts of military disrespect for the Redcoats Vuginia 's western frontiers against French and Indi 
George still yearned for the military life, so he in his memory bank. attacks. This he did for three full years, fighti 
viewed Braddock's request as a unique opportunity, Still describing the Braddock fiasco, George matter- through many more bloody battles without ever bei 
perhaps to secure for himself a royal commission, of-factly wrote regarding himself: "I luckily escaped wounded, but finally he resigned and retired agi 
instead of the second class colonial commission. So without a wound, though I had four bullets through in 1758 at the still young age of 26. The French a 
he agreed to accompany Braddock, but only as a civil- my coat and two horses shot under me.'• You see. Indian War would last for five more years, but GeOI 
ian aide to the General, and George even agreed to It was luck. He says so himself. What else could it Washington would choose not to be an active parti 
serve without pay, thus avoiding any possible confron.. be? Who is this guy anyway? Four bullets through pant in that war ever again. 
tatioos. his coat, two horses blown apart under him, and be When George retired at age 26, he was thorougt 
The march to Fort Duquesne began in June of 1755. doesn't even get a scratch. Somebody up there must convinced of two things: the English Army could 
Braddock also took along about 300 Virginia colonial like him. beaten, and if a colonial war against England e, 
militiamen, bringing his troop strength up to 1,300 Years later, George found out who was shooting materiali7.Cd, that he was the person who would .knc 
men. at him. You read that right. What do you think are how to beat them. 
George tried hard to explain to General Braddock the odds of an expert sharpshooter speci.fically assigned In the next 17 years, George woold many the wick 
what he bad learned at Fort Necessity, that the French to kill you in a battle because of your recognized Martha with two young children, nm for office ai 
and Indians fought guerilla style warfare, biding and reputation, years later , travelling for weeks through serve in the Vuginia legislature and win re-electii 
shooting concealed behind trees, and using the tactics the wilderness to find you again to tell you that be every time, and manage bis farming business-I: 
of ambush. They would not fight politely standing was the sniper shooting at you during the Braddock would participate in no more soldiering for the Engli 
up in columned rows, a la European style. Because massacre? One in a zillion? Well, it happened. And Empire. 
of these facts, George suggested that Braddock should guess what? He was an Indian. Why wouJd a dedicated soldier lilc:e George deci1 
think of changing his battle style. George and his crew were surveying farmland in to stop fighting for the Englisli J;mpire wbeo dje_ f'rern 
All of George's warnings to Braddock fell on deaf Western Virginia along the Kanawha River when an and Indian War was nc¥6vtr and would last'-ror fr 
ears. Braddock had graduated from the finest English old Indian walked into his camp. The old ln<lian told more years? It doesn't make sense. Good questio 
military academies, aod he prided himself on bis tech- everyone that before he died be bad to speak to the Wasn't he a war lover? Why would he quit? Seer 
nical military education. He only bad contempt for man, as he said, • 'with the charmed life.'' Bvery man totally out of character for a man who thinks the sow 
rag-tag colonials. What did they know? His self-con- knew to whom the Indian was referring. Why did of bullets whistling past his head is music to his em 
ceit and bureaucratic arrogance amazed aod insulted this old Indian feel that before he died that it was doesn't it? 
young George Washington. his mission to see George Washington? What compul- The answer to why George decided to stop fighti.J 
Braddock marched his Redcoats, supply wagons, sion drove him? What was burning inside this Indian for the f,oglisb Empire wilJ become more obvious 
and artillery pieces out in the open, in one long column, that George Washington jusUbad to hear? you if you understand the fundamentals of the gre 
as if they were going on a picnic. And the color red ThislndiantoldGeorgethathewasthesniperspecif- American game of baseball: three strikes and you' 
of their unifonns made a very visible target against ically ordered to shoot him during that battle. This out. George graciously gave the English 33 strike: 
a tree green background. Fearless George couldn't Indian explained that the French gave him the assign- and in his mind, they always struck out. They alwa; 
believe Braddock's recldessness, and continued to meet because of bis reputation for never missing a made the exact same errors over and over again. Th 
counsel caution in the form of several separate col- target. This Indian went on to e~lain bow be took always dropped the ball. They would never acce 
umns, spread safely apart. Braddock mockingly careful aim on his first shot, how he squeezed it off, any coaching or advice. They were uneducable. Ye 
laughed at George's concern. and how he couldn't understand why George wasn't can'tmakecbicken saladoutofcbickenfeathers. The 
Braddock foolishly expected the French to politely knocked off his horse. This Indian couldn't believe were a lot of streets named after them: one way. TheiI 
wait for him snuggled safely in their fort. On July that he had missed. To his amazement, George kept They were legends in their own minds. Their do 
9, when Braddock and his fon:es wen: only 8 miles on fighting. was always closed. Their game is called: breakiJ 
away from Fort Duquesne, a few hundred French and This Indian explained how he reloaded, took careful your will to resist-you can't beat us, you have 
Indians ambushed them. SimuJtaneously, shots rang aim again, and how he squeezed off a second shot. join us. Take it or leave it. 
out in the front, in the rear, from the left, and from George kept fighting. This Indian scratched his bead. OBORGB DECIDED TO LEA VE IT. 
the right. And Braddock's men could not even see This Indian explained how he reloaded again, took Have you ever dealt with people like that? Aut 
the enemy. Within minutes, 800 of the 1300 lay dead careful aim again, and how be squee7.ed off a third cratic. Authoritarian. Dictatorial. Snobby. Egotistia 
or wounded. The French and Indian musket balls were shot. George kept on fighting. This Indian was getting Manipulative. On a power trip. Thinking their hotdoj 
hitting their targets at close range. spooked. are ice cream. Getting off on controlling people. ~ 
Being unfamiliar with this type of warfare, and This Indian explained how he reloaded again, took ing them on a short leash. Well I'll be damned • . 
still not being able to see the enemy, the Redcoats super careful aim, and how be squeezed off a fourth bullies! You understand? Perfect rectal orifices. 
broke up in a wild panic. What a bloody rnassa=I shot. And George kept fighting. If you've ever experienced people like that, sa 
Braddock himself was mortally wounded and died This Indian explained that be deliberately stopped them operating in several diffen:nt situations, ho 
three days later, but not before he apologized to George firing at George after four bullets failed. Indians are long did it take you to reali2:e that they were profe 
Washington for DQJ heeding bis advice and not before superstitious folks, ain' t they? sional screw job artists? Only masochists hang arom 
bequeathing his.(inest horse to so wise an aide. This Indian had no idea that all of his bullets did these types for very long. patiently waiting to be the 
In the beat of his·third battle, what did the fearless in fact hit George, but passed through his coat. Just next victim. 
spirit do? George tried r3'iantly to nlly the J'fflDDioing a coincidence, of course. George was not fl masochist. Arc you? 
Redcoat regulars, but JlODC would listen to a colonial, This Indian explained to George that he had come 
especialJy a colonial who was tl:cbnically a civilian, to tell him that Washington would never die in war. Correspondents be informed that wear 
but all of the colooial militiamen woold. George or- This Indian knew that the force was with George, receiving mail for the Kama'aina News 
demi the colonials to position themselves to fight from and of course, this Indian's prophesy would be correct. at·. P.O. Box 33031, Kahutu·1, HI 9573·-:3 behind lrees. From there, the colonials drove back This Indian deliveml his propbctic message to George ...._ _____________ ..i 
~~ r-.Sprc;liaJ1fi4itioo: Ap il.tl~~~ · ~ N£WSi 
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WbomltMay: 
ORBY GOOFS! Big winner of points in my book o 
i erases standing: - Soviet Tycoon, in Joss of grip 
ds into reverse, lun:hing toward Stalin. The darin 
;er, Mikhail Gorbachev, demonstrates with direct insult 
while too little power is a drag. too much power 
upts. You blew it, Gorby! Pull back. Get out! Go away! 
.uania is not a cheese, and you are not a rat! 
irst wrong move: asking for all the guns. Second wrong 
•e: moving in with ~. Third wrong move: kicking 
foreign VIPs. This paUem clearly adds up to ONE 
:I': WE win, YOU lose. Do as we say! 
ower trip, Mr. newly appointed/elected.PresidenL 
was on your side on this. Lithuania is so tiny, and the 
and lhe original rip-off so seemingly distant, and your 
1t well taken: ''We have invested so much! Pay us back!" 
t's not the true spirit of giving, Gorby. Sounds like a 
owful, manipulative parenL I thought, "Ah, if United 
:s treats Soviet Union same, Russia is BANKRUPT!" 
ero has a tarnished side. We see the Great Gorb is 
her power-grabbing Politician. Where does lb.is 
lCrisy arise? How initial integrity became invisible? 
1 wrong turns. One, YOU ARE OUT 0E YOUR MIND. 
is not an insult, but a techrucal observation of this 
mon, sad, human experience. It results horn not loving Dear Editor: Director and spokesman of the same. was compleccly 
-self enough to stay Centered. It results from Being Too I wouJd like to shme with you and your ffildcrsbip my unaware of any other technologies that could deliver what 
: To Others. It is difficult to detect because 1) it is so feelings about geothermal energy, ilS proponents and geothermal claims it can. This simply is NOT TRUE and a 
mon, and 2) it is accepled and ignored as nonnal. 1 call opponents, and some RCOIIUDeDded solulions. prime example of how bureaucracy can allow useful 
on it, herenow. Just last week, I aftt'JldM J\ Maui County Council meeting information to be lost or NOT AC1ED UPON. I myself sent 
l YOUR MIND you would have contained your own wbele the issue of geodJermaI was lbe subject. I have a Jot information on this rcdmology and asked for suppon on this 
ghts and expressed them correctly: Keep my guns (not to say about it. project in mid-1987 via former GoWlnor Ariyoshi's office, 
yours), keep my troops (not have mine), keep foreign Gc:ocbrmlal energy use has been such a conbover'Sial then routed to Mr. Yoshihara, Energy Program 
1 out of lhe land (I stay home). You are living issue here of late. An earlier geolbennal well that was not as Administrator at the Department of Planning and Economic 
XW ARDS. To L.L V .E. backwanls is E.V.U. efficient or n:fined as today's technology seemingly created DcYClopment. 
was on your side except for one issue, crucial: Self beallb probJrms for local area residents on the Big Island. Lcuers and phone discussions with the economic 
rmination is the foundation of each form. and every No promises Jiom anyone can deter these folks from being development people and the government officiaJs has 
lidual, of all life. ANYONE who violates the self- against addilional geodJermaI dewlopment, no mauer what resulted in NOTHING to date. lhougb R.CeDtly, with the 
mination of another is .a criminal. And creates karma. unp!OYClllClds m safegumds have come to be. 'lbat's help of Maui Ec:onomic Development Board's Mike 
t you ao in die world is ,given back to you because you undersamdable. Boughton and Mike Davis of the Office of Governor 
. enjoy what you do. why else do it'? So if you step on After listmdng to the spr.akers from the Stale and Wamce (both of whom I indcpendendy conracted), I have 
le. sooner or later people will step on you. If not in this gcolbermal cxpcr1S and odler "experts, .. I am inclined to say initiated conversations wilh a wsy inraesced and receptive 
in the · next. Lithuania seems to feel stepped upon. NO CD potbc:rmal. The cost is probibilive AND there ARE OBED Adminislralor Bm Cook, who will be discussing this 
>ry agrees. They seemed to say • ...,.ake away your food solodans that are less expensive, IOOCI, safe and reliable. h porcnlial energy altcmative with Mamice Kaya, present 
can still be friends!" BUT YOU WE1'1T OUT OF was a challenge CD sit quiedy and watch the county council energy dbcctor. Wilhout cxcepdon, I am convinced that 
IR MINDI And NOT 4 SINGLE ONE OF YOUR inadequately handle lbe discussion pnx:es.,. I would have every Stat8 repmsemadve I have spoken ro is truly 
'ISORS CALLED YOUR A TI'ENTION TO nns liml lbe opporUmity CD queslion these 8XpCIU. Lack of concerned with the be.1t inlelesls of an. ahhough I don't 
NDER. Don't you have one awakened consciousness specific mowledgc on the subject of energy by Council always agree with their views. 
1here on your staff? Certainly !here are awakened mcmbclS prescnt n,sultcd in far too few appupdatc We all see around us how far-sighted foreign intereslS are 
:t Citizens! Is it truly possible that in this late date of questions, though I don't fauh them in any way. Their buying up properties and busincmes while we Americans so 
1 politics that a Super Killer, such as the soviet Union, intr.ntions to do their best seemed wsy clear, especially from often are short-sighted and "asleep at the wheel! .. Will this 
enough weapons to effectively desttoy the planet, has vocal Mr. Wayne Nishiki and Ms. Linda Crockett Lingle. happen again? 
cd a leadership where the man of the decade is out of I found the testimony of Department of Health Director When there are alternatives to geothermal - AND 
dnd, AND NOT ONE SINGLE ADVISOR made a note Jack Lewin to be very well dcliverm and clear as to the THERE ARE - why destroy the precious resources of a 
Too scary for consideration, I must say I safety reguJadons for any pmposed &eotbennal sites without LIVING NA 1URAL RAINFOREST? We hold in our hands 
1U dpn't NEED Lilhuanial endorsing the same. Energy consultant Robert Mowris gave an exciting opportUnity for America and the World to 
huania needs you. Now if the Great Gorbachev is some sound energy conservation advice as well. It was nice manifest an affordable, n!8lisffl: and ecologically sound 
· as Great as we thought, he can recover his balance to bear someone talking of posilive solutions and solution to one of the greatest dRats to our way of life. 
ay. "Yes! Thank you for calling it to my attention. I ahematives, instead of just simply prutcsting. Now we can all truly control OW' energy destinies. That is 
emporarily out of my mind. It is understandable. In my Through a series of events I have become a principal why we might affectionately say, "POWER TO THE 
on it is a miracle that I function at all wilhouuregu]ar owner of highly technical manufacturing equipment in a PEOPLE!" 
:ation. Having regained my sanity, I take away MY solar 1bermal and phocovoltaic project that uses a space age Jason Schwartz Dream Makers 
MY ttoops, and stop playing Sralin's games. I tccbnology originally designed for America's space program 
stand that Lithuania feels Jong abused BECAUSE to generate eJecuicity in a cost effective manner. Lacie of 
( WERE NOT RESPECTED, and not allowed to adequaJe capilal soun:es bas slowed the process of bringing 
.K THEIR TRUTH. I embrace the .fact that we grow lbe product to market. In the early eighties, the sysccm's 
' tyranny, not back into iL" AND WITHDRAW. That designer bad been asked by then U.S. Secretary of Energy 
I be the courageous act of a Slalesman. Donald Hodel ro proceed to prove bis theories. At 
11 stay. you gonna Jose many, many, many, many govemmemal expense, be proceeded from a crude drawing 
11 points. your credit rating in the West is gonna drop to a fully operational test model And wilb the availability of 
and down, and down. You will be considered state of the art comput.er testing equipment, be proved bis 
dable. Just like you now consider Lithuania. Please be point, at the cost of upwards of $800,000. In 1983, Hodel 
alert. Come baclc into your own mind. Stop projecting even came out to sec the proeotype unit and applaud its 
IO your neighbors. Be big, not small: LEA VE results. The name of the final product is V-8 LASER, so 
JANIA! named because of ilS conceplUal design. Eight Hnear fresnel 
nk you for your attention, lenses COIICCDb'8lC daylight, thereby forming 8 Vs of lighL 
uni M.A. Anand Dharm I personally have auemptrJI to bring dlis infmnation to 
ku the public by offering significant infonnadon to a number of 
OfERCIAL SPACE WANTED 750 TO 1500 
rARE FEET, ACCESSmLE TO PATRONS, 000D 
)F, TOILET; AND CHEAP, CHEAP. WANTED 
FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY USED BOOK 
RE. CALL 242-6062 
our local magazines JUlll newspapers, yet they have failed to 
mention it to anyone, they want more informatim about iL 
The pn:ss, in my opinicm. bas NOT done their public duty in One of Maui's largest Joc:allyowmd and maJlf&l!d R!ntal annpenies. 
msisting the public in being aware of important solutions. so .FJlEB LOCAL PICKUP &DHLIVBRY 
that the public might encourage the Department of Business TRANS-MAUI RENT•A•CAR 
and Economic Development to "a$$ist" this solution in 879-8872 
becoming a safe, usable alternative. Roger Ulveling. IClhd • ltAMMJNA RA'lli'S AVAILABUI 
~~fllaWS.i--Spt&l!Bditierie •~ 990---J>ake~ • 
OPEN FORUM 
Continued from previous page. 
Dear Mr. Tice: 
I would Db to take this opportunity to thank you for your 
newspaper's Sl8Dcc on the geothermal project. Enclosed. you 
will find a copy of a lcuc:r (.s« below -Ed .) I have taken 
the time to write. It seems that your paper is lhe only one 
that rea1iz.es that the time is so lalc for many issues which 
will affect the quality of life oo Maui. I would hope that the 
businesses of Maui support you with lheir advertising 
dollars. After all, they do have a vested inraest in the 
preservation of Maui and die olher islands also. Keep the 




Governor John Waihe'e 
Stale Capitol 
Honolulu, ID 96813 
by ovenlcvelopmenL If you do not Mtain die ffllSOll why 
people visit they will visit elsewhere. 
Maui's highways for instance me insanely crowded. I can 
get this in New Jersey. Poor Maui. Once a jewel now gone. 
Y ct nobody seems to care. Siltation from agricultural 
devc1opment now threatens 1be marine life in Honolua Bay, 
fm:sts continue to be cut down, Mololcini looks like a 
parking lot instead of a marine sanctuary. Why should I visit 
a place where the dollar takes precedcoce over anything 
else? 
You have a unique opportunity to take a leadership role in 
a set of priorities lhat Hawaiians can both prosper from and 
be proud of. Stop a project gone out of cootrol. Save your 
tourism industry. I have decided that I will not be visiting 
Hawali again and I will spend my tourist dollars elsewhere. 
Please stop lhc geolberma1 project 
Sincerely, 
FrcdMald 
On Solar Energy 
by H. Kliche-COSICllo 
in fact the ailing Hawai'ian sugar cane indusby has 
subsidized widl our federal rax moneys for. years wb 
could be alive and well supplying us with lhe much 
polludug gasohol to rdievc our dependcncc on impone( 
Each island could have a solar-nm monorail p 
transportation system which could also give the many c 
people and children, now depending on someone 10 
needed rides, freedom 10 move aboot safely. The : 
panels recharge on the top of the trains as they move a 
and. since they are removable. will be given a supen:b 
at the lem1inals fn the sunniest area of each island. 
We c1on•t have ID bear electric rare incn:ascs to fun< 
UIICCffain soun:e of seocflennal energy whkh .wifl 
depleeed anyhow in 10 1D 20 years as sclendsts I 
testified; WC don't ba\'O ID be exposed to 8 homs of IOI 
noise of free.venting (like a 747 jct taking off) for eac 
the 200 plus geothermal wells planned. c1on·t ha't'I 
breathe tbe stink of roucn eggs and face respini 
ailmcms, don't have to have our precious unique rainft 
deslJ'Oyed and our beauliful land ruined by fire-buan 
high-voltage transmission towers! 
Environmenlal subslancc abuse and vandalism 
inctt.asingly becoming unaccepcablc. 
Why make foolish choices when we can make , 
Dear Governor Waihe'e: The director of die Hawai'i SlalC Department of Business ontS?t 
Hawaii has always been close to my soul for several 
ffllSOIIS. Among them is that a sta caprain relative once 
married Queen Liliuokalani. My family tree therefore has 
lhc Pilgrims and the Hawaiians, an unlikely but quite 
american combinaoon. 
I recently had the opportunity to visit Hawaii for lhe 
second time and was appalled to learn of the Big Island 
GeodlCl'mal Project. It is unfortunale that the best location 
for geotbennal is in Woo Kele O Puna. The promise of 
geothermal is indeed economically seductive. This promise 
and its attendant use of lllltried technology does not justify 
the destruction of the last ~land tropical rainforest in the 
United s~ NodJinejustifies it! 
It appems to me that Hawaii is at a crossroad in its 
auitudc toward the environment and thc reasons people visit 
the islands. The n:ason tourism is so big is that the islands 
are perceived as beautiful and indicative of so many other 
volcanic islands in lhc Pacific. It is my observation that the 
very reason tourists now flock to Hawaii is being ~IJ'Oyed 
and Economic Development, RogC'Z Ulvcling, ~ to me Good housekeeping on our spaceship F..arth - the c 
that "we have been aggnmively pursuing our own planet we've got- just makes $$$ and sense! 
indigenous energy rcsoun:es for ten years." 
I would like to ask where 1be re.wits of the "aggressive 
pursuit" have ID8leriali7.ed? In fact they are hardly visible 
anywhere: solar water healer panels on roof rops are a rare 
sight in Hawai'i compan:d to southcm Portugal, where -
dming a visit last year - I observed solar panels on almost 
every house. including tine-story apartment buildings (I 
couldn't see the roof tops of higher builmngs) and compared 
to Israel, which has had a Jaw in effilct for ow:r 15 years 
making solar panels mandatory on every newly built house! 
My friend in Kailua, Oahu, on the windward side(!) tells me 
since imtalling her solar waler hemcr she bas savings of 
50% on her clcdric bill! When in fact only one island -
Oahu - bas a public tnmsp<Xtation system (insuflicicnt 
though it may be); Oil all the OCbcr islands WC have to 
depend on cars. Neither are dlele the safe bicycle paths 
desired by so many of us in a place ideal for biking! When 
•• --,A~ 
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~ HEHL fflEXIClIR 
I 
BUIRRITO PL.~TrE $5.00 
ENCHILADA PLATE $7.00 
(Chicken or Cheese) 
Rice, Salad, Fresh Salsa 
P-LATE LUNCH COMBO Pt.Alf i= 
11 AM - 3 PM ONLY ANYTIME 




¼Chicken, ½lb. Ribs, Beans. Rice, 
Choice of Salad 
~Chicken, Rice. Salad 
$8.25 
½lb. Ribs, Rice, Salad 
$6.75 $6.45 
KuRui Mall 
across from the only Laundry in Kihei 
Open 7 Days 11 AM to 9 PM 
~i~ 879-2655 
Take Out Orders Available ... Free Deliveries (Minimum $15.00) 




~XAMINATION & CONSULTATION 
CHIROIP-MCTIC 
Tu~rns ON the POWER 
to get you well and keep you well! 
Dr. Lisa Anderson Dr. Dennis Braga 
Specialists in the finest chiropractic 
adjustment available for removal 
of nerve pressure. 
Call 8?1-11 J© f0r FREE 
e~aminati©fl and c0r1swltation 
Monday - Friday 9 AM - 7 PM 
Saturday 9 AM - 12 Noon 
24-HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE 
eHIR©PR~ClilC ©rfl<CE$ 
74 ~ONO AVE~, l<AHWli.UI 
Would Legalizatiom Increase Drug Use? 
Lawrence W. Reed During daylight, "Prolu"bition did cut down the amount of 
drinking, .. says Lee. "Probably because it was illegal, people 
ff drugs were legalized. says drug c1.at William Bennett. preferred to do their imbibing at night, more than making up 
1g use "would skyrocket" George Will echoes him. They for their daytime abstinence. 
er now evidence for this claim, of course. Judging from Another indication of all the booze sloshing around in the 
ierica's last experience with Prohibition, they are 1920s was •4111e most spectacular event .. of the decade-the 
lbably wrong. If we ended the War on Drugs, drug use 470% increase in com sugar production. The stills were 
glueven decline. operating at full tilt; neither the revenuers nor Elliot Ness's 
In his 1963 book· How Dry We Were: Prohibition "Untouchables" put much of a dent in their growth. In 1929, 
visited, Henry Lee gives us a fascinating and instructive one state alone confiscated more stills than the nationwide 
:ount of what happened when alcohol was prohibited total in 1913, while the grand total of all state and federal 
m 1919 to 1933. seizun:s was a dozen times higher. 
When Prohibition was enacted, everyone predicted the America's tota1 national "drunk tab" during Prohibition 
ND of a New Moml Era. Dr. Billy Sunday said: "The was in the neighborhood of $2.9 billion (in 1929 dollars), 
ms will soon be only a memory. We will tum our prisons putting the bootleg liquor business "right up in the category 
J factories and our jails into storehouses and comcribs. of steel, autos, and gasoline." Millions of first-time drinkers 
:n will walk upright now, women will smile and the were brought into the underground. 
ldren will laugh. Hell will be forever for rent" Lee is backed up by the most respected analyst in the 
.\nd George Will agrees: '"The fact is that Prohibition field, economist C1ark Warburton, whose data in his The 
rked. Alcohol consumption during the twenties Economic Results of Prohibition (1932) come from law 
:lined." 'The reality is otherwise. enforcement officials, consumers, and producers. He shows 
Lee's facts and figures show, as we might expect, lhat that alcohol use increased dramatically during proht"bition: 
thibiting alcohol simply drove its production and liquor, from .3 gallons per capita to 1.86 (520%); wine from 
lSUJllption "undelground" and even had the perverse .44 to .87 gallons per capita (97%); and beer Ircm 1.26 to 
eel of increasing both. Many people drank more than 6.9 gallons per capita (447%). During Prohibition, America 
:r, or for the very first time, just because the stuff was went on a drinking binge, and, says Warburton, the data for 
:gal. "Men were drinking defiantly," writes Lee, "with a spirits may be underestimated. 
ise of high pmpose. a kind of dedicaled drinking that you Prohibition also made the liquor much more potent (as 
t't see much of today." with drugs today) and alcoholism much more common. 
Joe place where they drank was the "speakeasy." In After 11 years of Prohibition, wrote British author G.K. 
chester, NY, for instance, 500 licensed saloons in the Chesterton, "Alcoholism has never threatened disaster as it 
,s before prohibition gave way to twice as ·many is threatening America today. It isn't normal that girls at 16 
:akeasie.s when booze was outlawed. On Eagle Street in should go to dances and drink raw alcohol" 
,any, there were 18 speakeasies; before Prolu"bition there Alcohol=induced deaths appeared and increased. Of the 480 
re only three saloons. gallons of liquor confiscated in one Prohibition year, 98% 
>ublic drunkenness was illegal both before and during conaained poisons. 
ihibiticm, but in Dettoit, drunkenness arrests increased Bennett and Will are wrong. Prohibition didn't work, and 
Milly from 6,590 m 1920 10 28,804 in 1928. Drinking meanwhile taxpayers were picking up the bill for the 
:n inaeased among members of Congress during massive enforcement effort And though decent people 
lbibition! might have used alcohol, they didn't manufacture or 
Kihei's Best 
Ear~ (5 to 6 PM) Bird 
~ SP ECIA IL ! ~;;;...._,, 
'PDIJ/'!fB_idll 0111~ $9 9 5 
Cl,111~111 
Pr/1111$1195 rr,s//$1195 
~I, - fls/J -
distribute the illegal stuff, leaving those lines of work to 
some of the sleaziest and most violent crooks in our history. 
Crime rates soared in the .. Roaring 20s," most of it 
prohibition related. 
My guess is that if we outlawed soda pop, we could 
produce a similar effect Bootleg cola-from-a•still would 
flow like water; people would pay a high price for illegal 
root beer. criminal gangs would supply it' and the feds 
would spend billions fighting the soda-pop cartel . 
Making drugs illegal only increases their lure, and with 
the profits available in the drug trade, there is more 
incentive to advertise and get others hooked. 
Evidence strongly suggests that drug abuse, like alcohol 
abuse, is a demand problem. Attacking it from the supply 
side is inherently futile and even counterproductive. 
Lower prices, which legalii.ation would bring, always 
increases the quantity demanded. But probably just about 
everybody who wants to use drugs is using them now. 
People can get them easily, even in federal prisons. There 
simply is no pent-up demand. And legalization would end 
the "forbidden-fruit phenomenon," in which some yotmg 
people are attracted to drugs precisely because they are 
illegal. 
Bush and Bennett want people to stop abusing drugs. I 
couldn't agree more. What they haven't explained, however, 
is just exactly why this latest stepped-up auempt at 
Prohibition will work any better than the last lime we lried 
it 
~?t~· LI~~~a!~!IA~~K ,·•~: 
BEER, WINE and DEU 
Chilled Champagnes• Cold«?st Beer in Town 
and a Vari«?ty of Assort«?d Wines 
Newest Additions : Hamburgers, Chili Dogs, 
Cheese Dogs,Egg Rolls, Potato Wcdg«?s, 
Hot Broasted Chicken and More. 
572-7775 
OPEN DAILY 9:00 AM TO 11 :00 PM 
P regress has a way 
of changinB tfuings ... 
All Specials Include Our Salad Bar 
0 Steaks 0 Seafood 
0 Salad Bar 
Little things, like ... open space, 
charm, ambience and the basic 
graciousness and warmth known 
as the Aloha Spirit ... 
0 Prime Rib 
Maui's finest dining at affordable prices 
M~l'~l~ 
£ Su;.(OO<t HOMI, 
2511 S. Kihei Rd. 
Call 879-1954 Reservations Preferred 
Maui's condominium, small hotel, 
bed & breakfast country inn, client-
pleasing INN-credible ... place . 
IIHI~ COCONlJ rff 
INN 
181 Hui Rd. F, Napili, HI• 96767 
669-5712 
By Doyle & Sternecky, 







SHE SAYS '101.J GIRL'S RIPPED 
HE~ OFF. WHAT'D 'tt>U CIET? 
KAMA• AINA NEWS - --S~ial Emiion: AJ)ril, 199dl-t'ng&l1 1 
The 
COUSfEr-\U 
THE SPlffilffi ©F THE 
©ROCODllE 
By Jean-Michel Cousteau 
@ 1990, The Cousteau Society, Dist. by Los Angeles Tunes 
Syndicate 
WATCH 
'Ibe village droned widl noise throughout the nighL 
Drums pounded endlessly. dancers gyrated and mesquite 
fires pomed smoke into the sky. Women chaUcred, babies 
cried. and people drifted bete and lhere, silhouetted by the 
red light of tbe flames. 
At S am, tight began to bad1C the village i01gray. We were 
led to a spot where three young initiates, heads now shaved, 
stood surrounded by male !datives and friends. When the 
time came for the last circuit by the exhausted dancers, each 
of tbe initiates and male family members joined the 
Along tbe Sepik River of Papua New Guinea, no spirit is crocodile's tail. 
mightier dum tbe crocodile. To tbe people there, the great 
reptile - born of the water - was the primeval creator of 
Eal1h itself, and maker of tbe sky and all human beings. 
In the village of Kmogo, when a young man is ready to 
pass from childhood to manhood, he undergoes a dramatic 
skin-cutting ceremony. Mmt of his body is covered in 
WOUDds that will msemble, on beating, the scales of a 
crocodile. 
When foreignm first saw men whose bodies were 
covered in scars, village elders told them these men had 
been swallowed as youths by crocodiles and reborn as 
"crocodile men." 
During a recent visit to the viUage, our team was granted 
permission to witness a scarification ceremony. We were 
warned rhat dlCIC were moments so sacRd they were not to 
be filmed or recorded in any way. To proleet against our 
probing eyes, a fence of palm and banana leaves 30 feet 
high was CRCtcd around the ritual area. Villagers danced 
and sang lhroughout the night, and the riwal culminated at 
dawn with tbe crocodile ceremony. 
On the day of our visit, three young men were to be 
initiated. On the afternoon prior to the ceremony, they rested 
with relatives to prq,are menially for tbe pain Ibey would 
soon undesgo. 
The dancing began about 4 pm. Fifteen men formed a 
sinuous line representing a huge crocodile and circled 
around the ~ temple, ~ed a haus tambaran. Waving 
grass pompons, they danced five times around the temple, 
then stopped to rest. Then five more circuits and rest, in a 
ritual that lasted all nighL During their brief breaks, some 
men smoked or chewed betel nuts. 
Despite the solemnity of the occasion, the dancer acting 
as the crocodile's tail is the Sepik equivalent of a circus 
clown. His elaborate gestmes and comic antics made the 
women scream with laughter and the children hide. 
Reaching the haus tambaran, the line divided - dancers 
through the main door, initiates through a lesser emrancc. 
Once inside. the initiate., bad to leap over a me. then nm 
through a gauntlet of men who wielded ceremonial sticks. 
As flutes and drums began their music, the naked youths 
were declared ready. 
Leaving the temple and entt.ring lbe ritual area, the first. 
initiate sat atop an overturned canoe. He chewed on a stick 
said to be an analgesic that acts as a pain killer. An elder, 
using a razor blade, began tbe cutting. (Sbmpeoed bamboo 
sticks were used befme razor blades were availabJc.) 
For an hour and a half, the man's chest, back, arms and 
legs were cut in lbe zigzag crocodile panem. evrzy incision 
drawing blood and pain. The initiate bad been amgned a 
protector, an elder who held lhe young man's body as be 
flinched. With each cut, the pnuctor comforted his charge. 
Thus the ritual became a strange mixtme ofbloodleUing and 
compassion. 
When the cutting was completed, the exhausted youth's 
body was coveml wi1h wounds that would eventually scar. 
Tree oil was rubbed on his skin to begin tho beaHng process. 
After all the in~ hid been cut, they were caaied back 
into the haus tambaran to rest and n:cover their sareogtb. In 
coming days Ibey would learn the ancient traditions. stories 
and secrets of tho village. In this way, they become the 
guardians of Korogo cultme. 
To outside eyes, the ritual was dominated by pain. And 
yet its purpose was not to inflict suffering, but to genenue 
strength and provide continuity. 
By passing reverence for the power of the crocodile from 
one generation to the next, the village retained its 
cohesiveness, a sense of its place in a universe bigger than it 
could c:ompebencl And nature - in the form of the wily 
crocodile - provided ias unity. 
A man ts comforted by a friend during the skin cutting ceremony of the crocodile men In Papua New Guinea 
o 1988, The Cousteau Society . Dist. by Los Angeles Times Syndicate 
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©William R. Adams 
In quest of revelry's birthful exclamation 
Aspiring child sets sail .•. ,
On metamorp'liosing wind rehearsed 
Widt gestation's long deferred gale. 
Perceived asleep in the swell 
Of long Jent pm:h, 
The perfect pearl .. 
Redeemer of a patron's blessed yoke 
Expressed as fleshly commemcration 
Of Love's pride bespoken. 
There in due season - of high tides surge 
Mothers agonized question ... pJaintively asked; 
Only to be answered widt the emphasis 
Of the final crescendos pietcing note cast. 
By such calamitous riot's purge. 
Laid withouL .. from belly's restrung 
Widt the cumbersome girth • 
In deep anchor weigh; 
Life .. .asserted in the prescribed manner 
Framed at forward sway. 
© Chris G. Koutrobis 
I can't APOLOGIZE for my REAL emotions 
IAMAPURIST 
To believe in this philmophy is hardly ?able 
and I can't type 
The writing talent which I have been dealing widt 
is called automatic writing 
You WILL understand Me beucr after Jading some of My 
pieces 
The Emotional lRAUMA from LOSING MY FAMILY is 
the key dtat triggers my writing 
Hun. .• .EmbarrassmenL ...Humiliation. •• .Degradation 
and MOST OF AIL THE PAIN OF A 'mOUSAND 
CRACKED SOULS 
TORMENTS ME AND Drains My Every 'Ilunking 
Molecule 
You WILL FEEL PAIN AND LOVE IN AIL MY 
WRITING 
Realism and Pmism control my daily motion 
Ican'tLIE 
I can't Sleal 
I can't FAKE EMOTION 




I HAVE PASSION 
IAMMAN 
This Persecution ~) Is A Memal Abortion 
(Aberration) 
OF SOCIETY'S SPINELESS CORD EXISTENCE 
WHERE ARE 'lOU? 
©Susan Douglas 
Lover of All Tunes, 
I feel yourpn:sencc widl me now. 
We have not yet met in the flesh, 
though I have caught glimpses 
of yom hair, yom muscles. yom eyes, 
through Olhers. 
My lover, my young lover. 
How I love the feel of your sandy brown hair. 
How I love how the wind blows dlrough your spiriL 
I love you so. 
I love you as I love God Itself. 
I weep for the time lost 
when we could be making love. 
I mourn widl each piece of food 
I place in my mouth, 
knowing the food I Ie811y crave is yours. 
I taste you. I smell you. 
I am Jost in delight of you. Dream LoYJ!I', 
I awake each morning with you, 
as fresh as if we bad spent·the night together. 
I live widl you at night and look for you by day. 
Wll= are you, my JRCious? 
My lips and mouth moisten 
widt the sweetne.,s of our love . 
My actions do not complete without you. 
My anlemlae are out in all direclions 
tt.ady to receive you. 
I wonder what I'm doing wrong 
to prevent you from ooming 
I also trust God's knowing 
just when the right time is. 
1 cry to God to speed up the procea 
I die inside wailing. I am withering. 
lam ripe. 
Pick me now, befare this lifetime is gone. 
Moments long dtunder 
Enlightening horizons 
A blind date widt God 
shali 
I..elebuna Kiss 
Uncovering stroll thru love's sigh 




For Lilinoe ... 
L 
In the height of a dream 
Truth becomes sleep 
Sleep deserted worJd weary eyes 
Haunt the marsh mists 
There is clear mystery for anyone 
Who feels be can see 
Remote and desultory choices 
Abmmd in the mist 
Marsh madness reigns 
In a R8lm of shifting grays 
Will you ride .into the marsh mad mist? 
n 
A comet can bl87.e through the sky 
One small very bright diamond moving 
And who could conceive a ghost? 
But a ghost quite demm and grayly handsome 
With mist on her raiment like diamonds 
Has designs on entering your house 
What good are comets now? 
m. 
Half.hopes may be half grasped by one 
Who never quite underslands 
But any°'9C knows when be 
Grabs a ghost it is terrible 
Swallows are dif6cuh 
But necessary to follow 
If you tiyst with a swallow 
Avoid the marsh mists 
Birds and fogs are not partners 
And no one swallows a ghost 
IV. 
When gold is love and love is.gold 
Is there time to love both? 
The sign on the road 1bat leads 
To the marsh reads lhis: 
"\' OU will find no things, " 
In the height of a dream 
Truth becomes sleep 
Sleep on if you can. 
;arth Day 
Compiled and written by SHOWSHA WME, the "SOLSTICE" 3: 201 F.ast Main SL, Suite H, 
planetary networking holistic infonnation switchboard Charlottesville, NC 22901. Editor: John David Mann. An 
operator, nutritional consultant, researcher and lecturer. excellent magazine concerning perspectives on health and 
Transformational Research, 227 Oxford SL, Dept. R2, the environmenL Addresses many worldwide 
Hartford, CT 06105; (203) 232-2961. environmental concerns and alternative solutions. 
'.arpenter's Design and Construction, Inc.: P.O. Box Available through subscription, S20 1 yrJ12 issues. 
490, Lake George, CO 80827; (719) 685-1998. Sells "Soil Remineralization/ A Network Newsletter": 152 
plans and kits to build Double Pyramid Greenhouses like South SL, Northampton, MA 01060; (413) 586-4429. 
the ones currently being used by Cell Tech., Inc., to grow Editor: Joanna Campe. A Jl"IIClical how-to and sources 
luscious edible baby greens and sprouts. Full service quarterly newsletter, very useful in networking rock dust 
environmental contracting. Also sells U.S. Soil brand activists and infonnation on suppliers of equipment 
rock dust nationally. internationally. Sl2/yr., 3-4 issues. 
Diet for a New America" by John Robbins. Expmes the Earth Regeneration Society, Attn: Alden Bryant, 470 
horrifying conditions of animal factory farming, the Vassar Ave., Berkeley, CA 94708; (415) 52S-4877. The 
poisoning of our wa=ways and non-nutritional and ERS is very active & effectively organized in dealing 
pesticide ridden state of our foodstuffs. Robbins has with the clinuue crisis. They have been pivotal in 
singled out the meat. poultry, dairy, egg and fish organizing the creation and presentation of key papers & 
industties as being unconcerned and contemptuous of the the effort to stimulate the introduction of appropriate 
public's health in their pursuit of huge profits regardless legislation. Involved in reforestation & remineralization 
of how many lives they destroy in the ~- "A reading projects, etc. Newsletter available. 
must for all caring Americans," Harvey & Marilyn 21st Century Publications: P.O. Box 702, Fairfield, IA 
Diamond. Authors of the bestseller "Fit for Life." S25S6; (515) 472-5105. Publishes the book by Viktoras 
Available at bookstores or at the address below. For more Kulvinska, "Survival into the 21st Cenwry," which 
printed info. on these issues contact: EARTHSA VE includes topics such as live foods, fasting, sprouting, elC. 
Foundation. P.O. Box 949, Felton, CA 95018. Also distributes numerous retail and wholesale books and 
[amaker-Weaver Publishers: P.O. Box 1961, cassette tapes on holistic health, ayurvedic medicine, 
Burlingame, CA 94010; (415) 347-9693. Distributes the vegetarianism, live food recipe books, directories, elC. 
book. "The Survival of Civilization," by John D. Free catalog. 
Hamaker and Donald A. Weaver. Excellent coverage of Happiness Press & The Grain & The Salt Society: P.O. 
the scientific explanation of the coming Ice Age and Drawer DD, Magalia, CA 95954; (916) 873-0294. 
reminerali7Jltion solutions, the population problem, and ·President: Jacques de Langre. Offers naturally leavened 
increased carbon dioxide problem. $12.00 postpaid, (unyeasted) breadmaldng workshops. Publishes & 
quantity discounts available. Newsletter' available, write distnl>utes books & cassette tapes on Do-In acupressure 
for details. & natural bread making. Sells virgin sea minerals, 
:old Mine: 1947 30dt SL, San Diego, CA 92102; (619) macrobiotic products, the finest quality stone mill grain 
234-9711. Sells powdered rock dust nationally. Small grinders, dough mixers & sifters. Also offers "Biological 
orders, approx. 50 lb. bags, trailer truck or railroad car Transmutations" by Professor Kervran, a definitive 
shipments are available at reasonable cosL The primer book on health & agriculture for the layperson. 
application of it produces incredible crop yields that have "Diet for the Atomic Age" by Sarah Shannon; paperback. 
excellent flavor and nutritional value. For an excellent Based on years of research, the author has gathered 
derailed description of what the use of-rock dust can do to together medical and scientific da!a that clearly shows 
rebalance Mother Earth please watch the video tape that certain foods can protect you and your family from 
"Stopping the Coming Ice Age" and read "The End •.• " low level radiation, which 8ppe3JS to be the single most 
(see below). powerful of all toxic marerials in our dieL Radiation is all 
Vorld Research Foundation: 15300 Ventura Blvd., Suite around us. It rises from the ground in the form of radon, is 
405, Shennan Oaks, CA 91403; (818) 907-5483. An throughout the atmosphere, is emitted from TV screens, 
incemational (non-profit) health and environmental computer screens, fire & burglar alarms, police radar 
network. WRF accesses information from worldwide units, x-ray machines, power lines, communication 
scientific and medical advisors. WRF is connected to over dishes, microwave ovens, digital watches, airplane radar 
500 computer databases encompassing over 5000 medical stations,.etc. Available through Acres, U.SA (see above) 
journals in over 100 countries. Their library contains or order from your local bookstore. In the back of the 
thousands of books, periodicals, and research manuscripts boot are addresses for radiation detectors and anti-
on both traditional and alternative holistic medicine. radiation devices. 
Computer searches and library access available to anyone. Seed Savers Exchange: R.R. 3, Box 239, Decorah, IA 
Video tapes of health relalt.d conferences available. Send 52101. Kent Wheatly, Director. "The Garden Seed 
for free packeL Inventory," edited by Kent Wheatly. A resource inventory 
ciety for Extended Ethic: 1139 Woodside Trail, Troy, of seed catalogs listing all the non-hybrid vegetable and 
MI 48098; (313) 828-4179. Pu~ small easy-to-.read, garden seeds still being offered in the U.S.A. & Canada. 
low cost pamphlets for mass distn'bution that _swn up $17 .50. Also available: "The Fruit, Berry & Nut 
major vital issues on climate crisis, animal rights and Inventory," $19.00. You can request free membership 
prob lems with animal-based agnc· ulture. In the process of info. & book list. They network, trade, & exchange non-
hybri. d seeds. developing a network to facilitate commercial 
applications of the above concerns. Free samples/price Peace Seeds: 2385 S.E. Thompson St, Corvallis, OR 
list 97333. Director Alan Kapu)er, Ph.D. A planetary gene 
..i- o Bo 5317 Whi · CA 90607 pool service and resource center sells organic non-hybrid li:C Markeuug: P. . x , Uier, ; 
(800) 232-2292. Sells exttaordinary books and videos vegetable & garden seeds. Distributes many low cost 
exposing the medical and govmunental cover-ups on publications about diversifying the gene pool, etc. Cmrent 
AIDS. Presents alternative research that may lead to a seed catalog, $4.00. Resemch journal, Vol 5, this provides 
f ----'- ~--- B s 1..- M.D the dalabase for free amino acids found in common CWC. After years O l~\,H, .IUIUllL , tl'eca.g, •t 
Ph. D., has produced an expc:= 97-minute video aape vegetables. Sl0.00. Boot list & seed catalog, $1.00. 
entitled "The Strecker Memmandum" (Price only "Altered Harvest" Jack Dole. An excellent book about 
$29.95). He claims AIDS was predicted-req~ agriculture, genetks, and the fate of the world's food 
created and deployed. F~ info. packet available. supply. Details how our food is produced & distributed. 
.cres U.S.A.": P.O. Box 9547, Kansas City, MO 64133; ExP,OSCS die specter of tremendous environmental 
dan.....- lower nutri'tional q•-1. ... , dwindling b ... ~ .. , (816) 737-0064. Editor: Charles Walters. A UAllfi-... _., "'"'1§-
comprebensive monthly newspaper/magazine all about diversity, as well a_s economic & political struggles. Order 
cxpnic farming, agriculture problems, and natural through your local oookstore. 
solutions. Covers health relaled topics; a sttong voice for "EARTII: The Stuff of Ufe" by Fmnan E. Bear (2nd 
.. eco-agricultme." Subscription SIS.~. Also offms F.dition Revised). A ~ inf~ve book which ~ 
books and cassette tapeS. Free bookshelf catalog and info. the problems of soil conservat100. Answers q11esti0ns 
packeL like: What is soil? Can Earth feed an ever growing 
op1e for a Future: 2140 Shattuck Ave., Bedtclcy, CA population? What effect does acid rain have on plants? It 
!U704; (415) 524-2700. Disan'butes a 1-hr. video, clearly tells about~ soil·s ~hip to the ~wth of 
"Stopping the Coming Ice Age" -available in plants. Includes new information on geology, agriculture, 
Resource Lis~ 
''The Organic Manif'esto" by Lee Fryer. covers the history 
of organic farming and the roots of the modem 
agricultural chemical revolution. Order through Acres, 
U.S.A. (see above) or from your local bookstore. 
Price-Pottenger Foundation: P.O. Box 2614, La Mesa, CA 
92041. Publishes several health books reJating physical 
degeaeration through many generations, due to the 
introduction of refined foods. Many pictures 
demonstrating defonned teeth & strucbJral changes. Free 
catalog. 
"Shattering: The Diversity of Life in the Age of 
Biotechnology" by Carl Fowler & Pal Mooney. Contains 
latest information on genetic manipulation of our food & 
the effects of hybridi7.8tion, etc. Available May, 1990. 
Order through your local bookstore. 
National Health Federation: P.O.Box 688, Monrovia, CA 
91017; (818) 3S7-2181. An educational organization 
dedicated to preserving America's alternative freedoms of 
choice. Publishes an excellent subscription-based 
magazine "Health Freedom News." Has free info. packet. 
newsletter, book and cassette tape lisL 
National Coalition to Stop Food Irradiation: Box 59-
0488, San Francisco, CA 94159, (415) 626-2734. This 
group provides information relating to the ha7.ards of food 
irradiation & works to prevent the use of the proc~. 
"Secrets of the Soil • The Way to Save Your Garden, 
Your Farm, & the Planet" by Peter Tompkins & 
Christopher Bird. We also recommend an excellent book 
that has been around for a number of years, 1be Secret 
Life of P.lants," by the same author. Scientific evidence 
showing that humans can affect plant growth by thoughts 
and emotions. Available at many bookstores around the 
U.S. 
Obsawa-America/Goldmine: (800) 647-2929 or (619) 234-
971 I. Having a reputation of supplying the world's 
highest quality macrobiotic mail-order foods, sea 
vegetables and specialty cookware. Free retail/wholesale 
catalog. 
Mountain Ark Trading Company: 120 S.E. Ave., 
Fayetteville, AR 72701; (800) 643-8909. Retail mail-
order supplier of natural macrobiotic foods, quality 
cookware, books, video tapes, U.S. Soil brand rock dust, 
& more. Free catalog. 
Rural Advancement Fund International: P.O. Box 1029, 
Pittsboro, NC 27312; (919) 542-5292. Publishes "The 
RAFI Communique Newsletter," Sl5.00/yr. which 
exposes the most cummt news about biogenetic 
engineering, hybridlzalion, 1he securitt'of the world's 
major gene banks, and the exploitation of third world 
crops by major oil and drug companies, etc. Also 
distributes the book, "The law of Life," by Hope Shand, 
Cary Fowler, and Pit Mooney. This book details the 
harmful effects of hybridization biotechnology, corporate 
farming, etc. Free catalog of publications. 
Tim Binder D.C., 2321 Mapleton Ave., Boulder, CO 
80302. President of the University of Science and 
P.hilosophy. Publishes information covering ten major 
world problems and posst'ble solutions, some of which 
are: climalic changes, agriculture, educabon, health care. 
human relations, etc. Free infonnation packet & book list 
available. 
Serving Kihei Residences & Businesses 
With Prompt, Professional 
24-HR SER\tlCE • 
Free Estimates 
879-9211 
VHS/BETA, 3/4", 16mm film, and l" f<r broadast. Also population, land management, air & wau-z pollution, etc. 1295 S. Kihei Rd., Suite K/PFC 
available: the book enlilled "The End: The Imminent Ice Order dlrough Acres, U.SA (see aoove) or from your P.O. Box 2128, Kiheir HI 96753 
Age & How We Can Stop It," by Larry Ephron. local bookstore. 
~•~ApS-~~~ .. lii91ip- -~ 
l!.IVING GREEN this passage. What we each think and do each day 
important to give our earth assistance. Only as we ra 
make real changes in our lives will our planet continue 1 
support many species, including humans, who depend c 
sharing these valuable and precious resources. 
by Dove White 
The passage of three decades of clearing up our inner 
environment (bodieslminds/s) during the 1960's, 70's. 
and 80's has come to fruition. Now is the time to clean up 
our outer environment The 1990's is the decade of 
reforming the planetary body/mind/spirit It requires great 
cooperatiomupong all peoples, everywhere. 
We were recendy reminded that our air, ~r . and Jot. 
are the essential ingredients to our smvivaJ. Let us get vei 
real as to how we can thankfully protect them. 
The Green Movement has provided some guidelines for 01 
participation in this process. Ovemll, let us simpliJ. 
simplify, simplify. 
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Special Complete /~ Acupuncture 
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Dr. Jonathan B. Light 244·9313 
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FRIENDS OF LIBRARY 
SEE~SPACE 
The Maui Friend'I of rbe Librmy used book store will be 
moving from its present locatim by the end of April. The 
remodeling and n:comtruction of the Waiehu Beach Center 
is making it necessary for all occupants to move. 
During the month of April die USBD BOOK bookstore 
will have infonnation availab1c oncerning the exact dale of 
the move and how to locate the new facility. 
In the meantime the USED BOOK bookstore is having a 
giant inventory reduction sale. You can help us. Come to 
our present location at 270 Waichu Beach Rold and buy .. 
books at dlc reduced prices. It will save all of our volunteers 
packing and handling. 
If you want to help sign up as a volmiteer. We will need 
vans. trucks, and strmg backs. For additional information 
call die USED BOOK at 242-6062. 
Mahalo from Maui Friends of the Library. 
The phmse 4'lbink g)obally, act locally" serves us well with 
LIVING GREEN: 101 Green Things You can Do 48. Heat your home responsibly, wilh renewable energy . 
Green values are ·not just guidelines you use once every 49. Don't bmn green wood. 
few years in deciding bow to vote; lhey are things you can SO. Put a cata!yaic onverter ?n your wood stove. 
li by day This list 
. ti .a.~ ho '----- the 51. Turn off lights when notm use. 
ve every • 15 or ulMKi w 11""' 52. Tmn down your hot water hf.mer. 
"Green spirit" and want to incorporate it further into their 53. Lower your thermostat & wear warmer clothes. 
lives. 54. Take shorter showers. 
L Recycte,newspaper, aluminum, glass and tin. 55. Buy energy efficient electrical appliances. 
2. Recycle motor oil. 56. Drive a fuel efficient car. 
3. Use cloch diapers. 57. Conserve gas by wallcing, bicycling, and carpooling. 
4. Re-use egg canons and paper bags. 58. Use rechargeable~ . 
S. A void styrofoam-it can't be recycled. 59. Research socially responsible investments. 
6. Avoid disposable plates. cups, and utensils. 60. Support local credit unions. 
7. Use rags instead of paper towels. 61. Support local shops and restaurants, not chains. 
8. Use paper bags. not towels, to drain grease. 62. "Adopt a grandparent" from the local senior center. 
9. Recycle unneeded items. 63. Vohmteer to cook for senior citizens. 
10. Use the back of discardable paper for scratch paper. 64. Hold a community potluck to meet your neighbors. 
11. Be responsible and creative with leftover food. 65. Vohmteer to help wilh neighborhood cbildml. 
12. Use the water from cooking vegetables to make soup. 66. Pick up liuer along highways and near your home. 
13. Mend & repair, rather than discard & replace. 67. Sponsor a clothes swap. 
14. Invest in well•made, functional clothing. 68. Become involved with community projects and events. 
15. Buy bulk and unpackaged rasher than packaged goods. (I) . Organi7.C or participa1e in community sports. 
16; Purchase goods in reusable or,recyclable containers. 70. Speak out about your values in community groups. 
17. Buy organic, pesticide-free foods. 71. Participate in sister city & cultural exchanges. 
18. Buy foods without additiYCS and ~ves. 72. Educate yourself on global and "thini wmid" issues. 
19.Use non-toxic pest conlrol. 73. Support politically active groups. 
20. Compost your food scraps. 74. Spend time visualizing global peace. 
21. Grow your own food (even small kitchen gardens!) . 75. Learn how your~ and tepiesentatives VOie. 
22. Volunteer to S1art or help with a community garden. 76. Be an active voter-auend "town meedngs." 
23. Eat foods from low on the food chain, not meal 77. Vote for candidates who support Green values. 
24. Avoid highly pmcmed foods. 78. Write letters to your reprcsc:matives. 
25. Suppon food co-ops. 79. Become involved with your child's school. 
26. Discover where dte food and goods yoo buy calijC 80. Encourage your child's natural talents and interests. 
from. ·81. Organi7.e or join a neighborhood toy CCH>JJ. 
27. Buy locally grown produce and other foods. 82. Put toxic substances out of reach of children. 
28. Volunteer to maintain local parks & wilderness. 83. Teach your children ecological wisdom. 
29. Buy living Christmas ~. 84 •. Listen to their needs and support their dreams. 
30. Plant trees in your community. 85. Communicate openly with your friends and co-
31. Learn about dte plants and animals in your region. workers. 
32. Learn about the cultural diversity of your bioregion. 86. Acknowledge someone who provides quality service. 
33. Explore and team about your bioregion. 87 .Work to understand people with different views. 
34. DiscoYer your watershed & work to protect iL 88. Be conscious of the struggles of opp-essed racism. 
35. Oppose the use of roadside defoliants in your area. 89. Read books - you will learn a Jot. 
36. Use non-toxic, biodegradable 50ap.9 and detergents. 90. Donale blood if your heahh permits. 
37. Put in a waler conserving showerhead. 91. Consider donating your body to science. 
38. Learn where your waste and sewage goes. 92. Explore ways to Rduce the Sb'eSS in your life. 
39. Keep h81.ardous chemicals in spillproof conaainers. 93. Practice preventive health care. 
40. Tum off the water while yoo brush your teeth. 94. Exercise regularly and eat nutritious foods. 
41. Put a water conservation device in your toilet. 95. Bring music into your life. 
42. Shop by phone first, then pick up your purohase. 96. Learn about the medications you put into your body. 
43. Learn where the energy for your home comes from. 97. Practice responsible family planning. 
44. Support your local udlity' s conservation program. 98. Learn first aid and enagency procedures. 
45. Hang yoor clothes out to dry. 99. Take time to play, relax and go into nalUl'e. 
46. Be sme your house is well htsuJarr4 100. Dec::rease watching TV and incJease creative teaming. 
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f}9(), Los Angeles Tunes Syndicate 
ike Will Rogers used ID say, all I know is what I mid in 
papers. 
ve been reading about how things are done in Tokyo 
how they're done in Washington for more than 40 
"S, and they haven't changed much. You be the judge: 
-We Love You... Last month, Alan Gn:enspan. 
nnan of tbe Federal Reserve Board. testified before 
gress about Japanese companies investing in the U.S. 
headline in the New York Times read: "Foreign 
:sting in U.S. Helps. Greenspan Says." 
- We Love You Not ... In April 195S, Nation's Business 
a major SUJry on U.S. companies wanting to invest in 
m. The headline .-cad: "Keep Out! Japan Tells U.S. 
:stars." 
-Ask Not What Your Country Can Do for You. .. Today, 
Defense l)qmtmeut bas more than 1 million civilian 
•loyees. while Business Week RpOr1S our Trade 
resentative's Office (the group that procects Amc-nca' 
e inrerests apinst the world) has 160 employees. 
- Ask What Your Country Can Do for Japan ... Forty 
-s ago, Newsweek reported that Japan opened foreign 
:: offices in 10 cities around tbe world and hired an army 
,000 b'8de reps ID encourage nations to buy from Japan. 
ss who funded the program? The U.S. - with a $20 
iongmnL 
-All Hope Abandon ... Today, the U.S. buys o~third 
11 Japanese exports. For the decade of the 80's, the U.S. 
il $380 billion trade deficit with Japan - S240 billim in 
Salone. 
- Ye Who Try to E~r Here ... In 1954, Sludebaker-
card wanted ID build an auto assembly plant in Japan to 
>rt cars. The offer was refused Chrysler, Fon1 and GM 
loohd into building plants in Japan, but Ibey all 
ldoned the idea because of the maze of rules Japan 
- Raiders of the Real Japan ... Last year, in the biggest-
ever Japanese takeover of an American company, Sony 
Cmp. paid $3.4 billion for Columbia Pictures. This came 
less than two years after Sooy paid S2 billion to buy CBS 
records. 
- Murckr, They Yelkd •.. Back in the 1950's. Sony's 
golden goose was the tape I'CC<Wder, which it developed after 
seeing an American-made ODC belonging ID the U.S. Army. 
But according ID the book '"Fast Forward," the company 
hollered '"bloody murder when a few American machines 
were sold to Japanese c1lStODleZS." 
- They Newr Mtl a Product They Liked. .. In bis new 
book "The Japan That can Say No," Sony Cbahman Atio 
Morita says: ''There are few things in the United States that 
Japanese want ID buy, but there are a lol of things in Japan 
that Americans want to buy. This is at the root of the trade 
imbalance." 
- Nothing Father From the Truth. .• Last July in Forbes. 
Hideo Morita (Aldo's son) said! "My father's generation 
knew they were playing by different trade rules from the 
West when it came ID trade, but they preleDded Ibey didn't 
understand the roles. Tbal's why they won." 
Sometimes the facts speak for 1hemselves. don't they? Cl 990, Los Angeles Times Syndicate 
SAlE SllE 
JSed to,keeJ> intruders out. . #DC-$21 Al.do. trans, WIOvetdrMt, 3S L VS Eng,, SIJdq rear 
~ 1:t' u~ ~;'° ~":si~~~ ': 3 Or. ~ Bucket .~~ . R. eoltner: .•. 4 . ~. T~ .. •.·.Int .. ~ Rear . • f& tt'• 22 Gallon 
nersm~ with 1oca1 lawyers, the only ones who. may speed Trans., 1._5 L seHC MPI ,❖ : ~ • < , • .. f.U$I T:111\ ~-~ · . '. .i ... : . . • < . . .. _ .. 
~~==~:o~Onl 88 ee··~a,*~ ...... , ,-·-~a··•-,~ a··-
:;: =-know-how as a U.S. based legal counselor • y I . u1ur - , , . . 1' ' 
- Buy, Buy America .•• In 1989, Japan spent almost $14 
JD acquiring U.S. companies. up from just $600 million 
!}BS. It has lent $20 billion to facilitate U.S. leveraged 
,uts. 
-Bye, Bye America. . In 1954, 70 companies tried to 
st in Japan to mah products for export. One American 
1CSSJJUU1 was quoted in a 1954 Time: "They tell you it 
ably won't be approved and if you insist on applying 
just drag their feet until you withdraw." From 1950 ID 
Plymouth Laser -. 
i, Japan allowed in less thart,S50 million in U.S •. capital. llAA$-381.f 
-We Mist the Pouat ••• The J~ say their market is 3 Dr. ~ 2.0 l!Jt8r Eno., Auto. T,ans. NC, 
., but in 1986 the press IqJOrted U.S. vaporiu.rs were ~ eaBS" W/Slx ~ l Graphlc EquaffZer. 
out because they bad the wrong tilt angle. In 1988, Powe( Windows. ~ LOQ(a. 
;ling Brodlers Circus couldn't bring in U.S. beef to feed 
; .. . 
~~~ .. ' ~ ~ 
?~~==;:.~-·s1.5·· 8 · ·.·1.·.· .:a-.. * .... •1·1: .e-. ·a-·.·a* n't want to let Toys •R Us in. If you can believe this, · l . · f .·. UIBJ . . f · . . · · 
say toys are .. cullUral." (Cars are a big part of my · · . 
ll'C, but that hasn't kept Japan from grabbing about 30 . . .. 
llEASE OR BUY NOW 
W~TH NO MONEY DOWN! 
~t of the U.S. car market.) 
· They Made the Point .. . After World War II. the U.S. 
lei DO limitations OD peaceful industrial production in 
11. Thanks largely to U.S. government procurement 
:s and exports. Japan recovered its pre-war industrial 
Ill by 1950 and doubled it by 1956. 
• An American in Tolyo ... There are fewer than 150 
scientists working in Japanese labs. but mme than D e • • ' I 
) Japanese rcsearchcrs woddng in U.S. labs. 
· Rhapsody in Blew It ... Between 1945 and 19S9, the __ ......... _ ... ..:.;;.:.;:~;.;:;.-~~~,;;.;:=,;;:;....;:_ .... ~~~~~.....iliiiiiiiiili~iiiiilllliiliiiiiai'IIII! 
1CSC had negotiated more than 850 technologjcal 
tance conttacts (more lban 550 with U.S. companies). 
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C '~ World Aeiinlifii1!crW1D&niir>' l ) 
A Sudden Dissolving - A Meltdown 
Make no mistake about it, God's Word clearly warns a great 
dissolving will happen. I believe it isJmminenL It-is not 
incidental that Paul spoke of the "dissolving" of the physical 
body. ..For we know that if our earthly house of this 
tabernacle were dissolved, we have a building of God, an 
house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens" (2 
Corinthians 5:1). Peter warned, "Seeing then that all these 
things shall be dissolved, what manner of persons ought ye 
to be in all holy conversation and godliness, looking for and 
earnestly desiring the coming of the day of God, wherein the 
heavens being on fire shall be dissolved, and the elements 
shall melt with intense heat" . (2 Peter 3:11,12). Davia 
prophesied. "The earth and all the inhabitants thereof are 
dissolved: I bear up the pillars of iL For in the hand of the 
Lord there is a cup, and the wine is red; it is full of mixture; 
and he poureth out of the same: but the dregs thereof, all the 
wicked of the earth shall wring them out, and drink them" 
(Psahn 75:3,8). 
God will .. melt" America, just as He promised to do to 
Israel. "As they gather silver, and brass, and iron, and lead, 
and tin, into the midst of the furnace, to blow the fire upon 
it, to mch it; so will I gather you in mine anger and in my 
fury, and I will leave you there, and melt you. Yea, I will 
gather you, and blow upon ypu in the fire of my wrath, and 
ye shall be melted in the midst thereof. As silver is melted in 
the midst of the furnace, so shall ye be melted in the midst 
thereof; and ye shall know that I the Lord have poured out 
my fury upon you" (&.equiel 22:20-22). 
America's cup of iniquity is full; the bear has prepared and 
is set to act- it is now only a mauer of time. From over the 
North Pole the deadly missiles will come. Fear and some 
kind of supematmal impulse will cause the enemy to make 
the first strike. ''For the spoilers hall come unto her from 
the north, saith the Lord" (JCJCmiah 51:48). They 
themselves will be terrorized by the destruction and havoc 
they unleashed upon the earth. ' 'The lord of hosts hath 
purposed it, to Slain the pride of all gk)ry and to bring into 
contempt all the honowable of the earth. He stretched out 
his hand over the sea, he shook the kingdoms: the Lord hath 
given a commandment against the merchant city, to destroy 
the sttonghold thereof" (Isaiah 23:9.11). 
7.achariah spoke of the day when God would "gather all 
nations against Jerusalem to batde .•• and the Lord shall fight 
against those nations" (7.achariah 14:2.3). America will 
never fight against Israel, nor will we protect her, God will 
protect Israel and send fire on us! If you cannot believe that 
fiery judgment is near. you mU5l believe it is inevitable. 
Zephaniah proved it "Therefore wait ye upon me, saith the 
Lord, until the day that I rise up to the prey: for my 
determination is to gather the nations, that I may assemble 
the kingdoms, to pour upon them mine indignation, even all 
my fierce anger: for all the earth shall be devoured with the 
fire of my~ " (7.ephaniah 3:8). 
The prophet Isaiah puts it all beyond argumenL lf you 
believe God's Word is truth, then you must believe He is 
going to utterly empty and spoil any land that God judges. 
He wrote, ''The land shall be utterly emptied, and utterly 
spoiled; for the Lord hath spoken this word" (Isaiah 24:3). 
---------------- ... 
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100 C HAIKU RD., HAIKU, HI 96708 
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SHOP - 575-2474 
HOIDDING CAfRffER: 
SPOKESMAN FOR GOD? 
by Cal Thomas 
© 1990, Los Angeles Times Syndicate 
The Bible reveals that civil government was institute(l 
God so that unrestrained men and women would not desl 
themselves by doing what is right in their own eyes 
further teaches that leaders arc God's servants and 
expected to rule according to those principles He bas cl~ 
established. 
Fo r politicians like Mario Cuomo and writers 1 
Hodding caner to try to drive a wedge between faith . 
Recent contrQversies involving a California legislator, practice dishonors both. Thomas Carlyle said, ''Convict 
who was denied Communion for her pro-abortion position, is worthless unless it is converted into conducL" 
and the run-in between New York Gov. Mario euomo and Politicians are worthless when they place the state 
Auxiliary Bishop Austin Vaughan, who said Cuomo's soul opinion polls ahe.ad of what they claim to believe ~, 
was in danger if he did not repent of his ~ice" of God. For Cuomo, or any other politician, to say 
abortion stand before he died, highlight the continuing believes abortion to be the taking of innocent human life 1 
tension between the religious, the political and the against God's will, and then to refuse to use the power 
politically ieligious. civil law to protect such life, is a morally impeacba 
The latest to dive into these troubled waters is a man who offense. ~ 
used to speak for Jimmy Carter's State DepartmenL In a As John Locke, who influenced Thomas Jefferson, wr 
colwnn for The Wall Stn:et Jomnal last week. Rodding in his "Of Civil Government" in 1689, "Thus the Law 
Carter m, who describes himself as a "practicing Christian," Nawre stands as an Eternal Rule to all Men, Legislators 
exhumes historical examples of bigotry and stupidity as well as others. The RuJes that Ibey make for other Me 
evidence that polidcal consensus is to be preferred to the Actions. must, as well as their own, and other Me 
pursuit of biblical lnlth. Actions, be comfortable to the Law of Nature, i.e. to 
"Christianity bas been grolesqUely wrong over the Will of God ... " 
cenlUries," writes Carter, who lists the slaughter of Jews, the The Bible says "Thou shalt not kill," and "Befon 
torturing of heretics and the justification .. by holy writ funned you in your modler's womb, I knew you." 
everything from holy war to segregation to Nazism to the Hodding Carter and Mario Cuomo refuse to use civil law 
divine right of Kings." as evidence that Christians protect human life, it 'is not because God is unclear on 1 
apparendy can't be trusted widl political power. subjecL It is because they are ignoring him. 
Such acts are not a failure of Christianity but of men 
misinterpreting or manipulating Christian principles for their 
own ends. And why does carter ignore the good 
accomplished in the name of Christianity, which far 
outweighs the bad? 
carter says that because "Christians" have diff=d in the 
past, there can be no guarantee that anyone can discern the 
will of God on public issues, panicularly abortion. 
Our Founding Fathers, of course, would disagr= with 
Carter. The fact is that the Founders believed that trulh does 
have a Source. 
G.K. Cbe.,terton wrote, "Ammca is the only nation in the 
world that is founded on a creed. That creed is set forth with 
dogmalic and even theological lucidity in the Declaration of 
Independence. .. 
George Washington said, "It is impossible to govern 
rightly without God and the Bible." James Madison said, 
"We have slBkal the whole future of American civili7.adon, 
not upon the power of government. far from iL We have 
stabd the fulme ... upon the capacity of each and all of us to 
govern oursehes, to comrol ourselves, IO SUSlain ourselves 
according to the Ten Commandments of God." 
Said Tocqueville, '1 do not know whether all Americans 
have a sincae faidl in their nwgion. •• bot I am certain that 
they bold it to be indispensable for the maintenance of 
republican insdbltions ... 
Our sixth president. John Quincy Adams, said d18l from 
the beginning, Americans "connected in one indissoluble 
band the principles of civil government with the principles 
of Christianity." In fact. these prilldplr.a are the sm:st 
guarantee against discrimination ferlbosc who choose not ID 
embrace that failh. 
r ~ 
Historic cause of demise of 
many great civilizaiions: 
Topsoil depletion. 
Percentage of original U.S. 
topSOil lost to date: 75 
Amount of U.S. aopland 
lost each year to soil 
erosion: 4,()()()1)()() acres. 
Percentage of U.S. topsoil 
loss associated with 
livestock raising: 85 
Number of acres of U.S. 
forest which have been 
cleared to create aopland 
to produce a meat-cenlel'ed 
diet: 2(J(),000, 00 
How often an acre of U.S. 
tn:es disappears : Every 8 
seconds 
Amount of tn:es spared per 
year by each individual 
who switches to a pure 




There's no accounting for tastes, as the 
woman said when somebody told her 
her son was wanted by the police. 
-Franklin Pierce Adams 
:For (jot£ so Covet£ tlie 
wor{tf tliat :He gave 
fiis on{y begotten Sot. 
tfiat wfiosoever 
6e{ieves in :Him sliaa 
not perisli, 6ut fiave 
ever{asting {if e. 
-Jolin 3;1t 
North Shore Church 
at Pal a School 
E Q 
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R~ALF<?>OD 
by Christine Shaw 
There is a great prolein myth that has been deeply 
grained in most of us since childhood. Remember those 
ttrition charts that we learned our basic food groups from 
grade school? They emphasized a diet high in protein, 
:., meat, dairy and eggs, supplemented with fruit 
:getables and grains. Did you know that those charts were 
ovided by the meat, dairy and egg industry? Did you 
iow lhat the supplementary foods in fact provide all the 
Olein you need? This includes athJetes, body builders and 
egnant moms! 
I know it's hard to believe because we have been so 
:>roughly educated by the meat, dairy and egg industry to 
lieve that we need animal prolein to be s1rong and 
althy. This simply is not true. FruilS, vegetables and 
ains have a perfect proportion of prolein for our bodies. 
1d we don't need to be sttict about food combining to 
pply a "complete" prolein. the truth is that its actually 
fficult to get a protein deficient diet! 
Of course, a total junk food diet of sodas, candy and chips 
uld produce a protein deficiency. But a nonnal intake of 
1cc, toast and cereal for breakfast; soup or sandwich and 
lad for lunch; and a hearty vegetarian dinner like the one 
this column provides you with ample protein. Two of the 
nefits of the absence of animal protein are no cholesterol 
ild-up in the arteries (the main cause of heart attack and 
oke) and no calcium leaching due to excess protein which 
uses one out of four women to suffer bone loss known as 
teoporosis. 
Find out these facts for yourself with your open. adult 
. nd. Diet for a New America by John Robbins is an 
cellent source of well documented infonnation. The 
llowing recipe is one of my favoirtes and can be "dressed 
" with little side dishes of condiments: raisins, coconut, 
lS, or chubley. 
The secret of this curry dish is to slow cook the curry 
Jee over low heat to release the delicious pungent Indian 
,vors. So let the sauce simmer while you prepare the dahl 
d veggies. This recipe serves 4. 
CURRIED VEGETABLES 
ShgPl)in~ hst: 
1 pkg. Ono Curry Mix (preferably) 
1 16-oz. can coconut milk 
1 cube margarine 
olive oil 
l c. split peas or lentils 
3 large onions 
1 bulb garlic 
2 c. basmati rice or brown rice 
1/2 lb. green beans 




1/2 lb. mushrooms 
1 green pepper 
1 small head broccoli 
~: Dice 4 cloves garlic and chop one large onion and 
saute gently in 2 T. margarine and 2 T. olive oil for ten 
minutes. Then add 5 L curry powder and cook slowly 
for 30 minutes stirring occasionally so it does not stick 
to pan. Then add approximately 2 cups of coconut mtlk 
and continue to slow cook for 10-15 minules. This is 
your cuny sauce. If you desire a sweeter sauce, add a 
few tablespoons of mashed banana orpapaya! 
Vegetables: Cut mto bite size pieces all of the remaining 
vegetables (except for the 2 onions and the leftover 
garlic) and steam them until they are just tender. Place 
in a large pol and pour the curry sauce over them 
stirring gently, then cover them and set aside to serve 
warm over rice later . 
Qabl: Boil gently without covering, until tender but not 
overcooked, the split peas or lentils in 2 cups (or more) 
boiling water. In a medium frying pan, saute the 2 
onions chopped fine in 2 T. margarine and 2 T. olive oil 
for 10 minutes. Then add 2 L curry powder and continue 
simmering for 15 minutes. Add this onion spice mixture 
to the peas or lentils and cook for 15 minutes more. Add 
a little Braggs or Spike if you like. 
Serve your curried vegetables and dahl over the rice of 
your choice and accompany this with a fresh green salad and 
enjoy. Remember that you can use any combination of 
vegetables that you like or have on hand for the curry and 
add tofu or tempeh chunks if you wish. 
I welcome your questions and comments. Please write to 
me. Christine Shaw 
Good Taste Catering 
PO Box 1590 
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Come on by and just talk. 877-4343 
LATHE 
TO€/JLS 
$19 .99 40 Piece Tool Set in case 
10 Piece Socket Drive Set 
You gotta, see it 6PieceComboWrenchSet 
12.99 
6.99 






· Size 12-15 Black Fins 
Special $6.00 pair 
25 Piece Allen Wrench Set 
4 Piece Crescent Wrench Set 
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EARTH DAY FOCUS 
17th • Wafdcn Books Io-bouse f.arth Day BeoeQt Book 
Eli£.: Waltkn Boo/cs Kihei Kukld Mall Store- 7:00 pm to 
9:00pm 
Percentage of proceeds from books sold during the times 
indicated above is donated to Earth Day. Come buy your 
books and help fund Earth Day projects. Happening at 
Walden Books Kaahumanu and Maui Mall stores on April 
19th. Contact: Katie Deshotels: 667-6947 
17th• Captive Dolphin Issac Paud Pis:ussoo • 7:00 pm 
Maw Cotnmllnily College-Student Lounge 
In conjunction with the Maui Ocean Center & Maui 
Community College Natural History Spring Lecture Se.ties, 
chis informative forum will feanue leading environ-
mentalists scientists and researchm discussing the issue of 
captive dolphins. Sponsors: Maui Commwtity College & 
Maui Ocean Center. Call for details. 
Contact: Maui Ocean Center - 661-877S 
18th • QbMa F¥&b Pax landtcoo • Noon-2pm Maui 
Beach Hotel. 
In honor of Earth Day, the Ohana ltmchcon this month will 
fcalure Dr. Jack Lewin. As lhe Director of Health for the 
State of Hawaii, Dr. Lewin is in charge ofiall environmental 
programs for the state. Also incl~ music & free booths 
for environmental groups., Call for luncheon or booth 
reservations. Sponsor: Alaya Unlimited. Contact: Susie 
Osborn 244-7400 
18th• L,:c;ture '1 Jnld Ynu 5on by Jim Datnr • 7:00 
pm-Maw Cotnmllnily College Student Lounge 
Jim Dator, General Secretary of the World Future's Studies 
Federation - the major professional organization that 
studies future trends, was the featured speaker at Maui's 1st 
Earth Day at MCC and is returning for an update on what's 
happened in the last"20 years, hence the title, "I told you so" 
Sponsor: Maui Community College. Contact: Dick Mayer 
242-1274 
19th • Wakfcn Rnnk5 IJl:hovse Earth Day Bcoe(Jt Book 
fair.! Waltkn Boo/cs Stores 10:00am to 2:00pm - Maw 
Mall Store • 4:00pm to 8:00pm - Kaaluunanu Store 
Percentage of proceeds from books sold during the limes 
indicated above is donated to Earth Day. Come buy your 
books and help fund Earth Day projects. (Walden Books 
will also have a booth with environmeoad"l'Ola!ed books~ 
the MCC Ecology Fair on April 22nd and a ponion of the 
procct.ds from sales will be donated to E8lth Day.) Contact 
Katie Deshotels: 667-6947 
20th • MCC 6wks Qauce • 9:00pm - Maui Community 
College-Student Lounge 
The dance features the music of the early rock era when 
bell-bottoms, love beads, tie-dyes and peace symbols were 
the order of the day. Everyone is welcome to join in the 
nostalgic pany - come dressed for fun! Sponsored by 
Associated Students of MCC. Contact 242-1271 
21st • Napjlihau Cnmmupity Bes:n:Hua Center OJ>cn 
House Benefit • ll:OOom to 7:00pm - Napilihau 
Recreation Ce111er 
Come see an operational pilot recycling project that one 
community has undertaken on their own. Open hoose, food, 
music and guided tours . Please park on Hanawai Street 
above the recreation center. Call for information and/or 
directions. Contact: 669-2433 
21st & 28th • "Save-a-Sea Ivrtlc" Kayakiu& Adventure • 
(Pilot project to continue if sufficient participation.) 
A group of 10 volunteers will be taught the basics of sea 
kayaking to participate in on-water pick-up of plastics, a 
lethal threat to sea turtJes. Beginners welcome. Call in 
advance to sign up. Contact: Ron Bass - S72-6299 
21st & 22nd • l,ghaioa Caoua:y Earth Day Cefcbration • 
9:30am to 5:00pm-lahaina Cannery Mall 
Activities to include: 
ENTERTAINMENT: Nightfall - 4/21-1 to 2:00pm -
4ll.2 - 11:30am to 12:30pm Keilci Hula - Halau Hula 
Keola' Alii O Kekai -4(12 - 1 to 2:00pm The Jones -
4ll.l -11 :30am to 12:30pm-4/22-2 :30pm to4 :00pm 
CRAFTS; baskeuy, woodwork, painting, hand-made paper, 
seashore items, bamboo, collage, sand etchings 
ENVIRONMENTAL BOOTIIS. Contact 661-5304 
Maui Earth Day Schedule of Events: 
April 15 - 30, 1990 
21st • HANA Qpen Hoose at Kahapu Gaple05 n( the 
National Jropic;al Uotauk:al Gardens • 10:00am to 
2:00pm 
Visitors and residents invited. Look for sign on Hana Road. 
Contact Nancy Bergau - 248-8912 
22nd tbru 28th • HANA Culh1ral Ccotcr OJ>cn Qo•s • 
10:00am to 4:00pm 
Visitors and residents have an opportunity to see native 
Hawaiian and Polynesian artifacts and photographic 
collection that describes the people, structures and landscape 
of times past. Located at junction of Keanini and Uakea 
Road . Hana Town. Contact: 248-8622 
22nd • sunrise at Haleakala Halqkala NatiQoa• Park • 
Eanh Day begins on Maui at sunrise with guided hikes 
through the Parle including a children's hike through 
Hosmer Grove and guided hikes through the Nature 
Conservancy's Waikamoi Preserve. Entrance to the Parle 
will be free today and people are encouraged to car-pool by 
meeting at Maui Community College parking lot at 4:30am. 
Sponsors: HaJeakaJa National Park; Nature Conse.rvancy; 
Sima Club Hawaii Chapter . Contact Kim Sikorak 572-9306 
22nd • Mau; comrnuuil.Y CnJkae Earth Day EmJoay 
faiu 9:00am to 6:30pm Maui Community College 
Features environmental groups, booths, issues discussions, 
music, multimedia shows, speakers, panels and live radio 
remoae broadcast. NO ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES - NO 
COOLERS PLEASE! Sponsor: Maui Community College. 
Contact: Dawn Okaz.aki 242-1260 
Uishliabm rnc:lvde; 
MUSIC WITH A MESSAGE including: Nightfall, Fulton 
Tashombe & Friends. Hauula, Double Take, Venus, Mitch 
Kepa & Friends, Scotty and the Fans, Hana's Own, The 
Penguins, and others. 
CIDLDREN'S ACTIVITIES including: Earth Day 
Birthday Party for youngsters. A time for children to learn 
about E8lth Day and pledge to do what dtey can. Program to 
feature the video showing of HBO's "EARTII DAY 
BIRTHDAY' - an animated family special about star-
toUChed baby dinosaurs who join forces and recruit other 
creatures to save the planet, followed by the signing of all of 
the Earth Day Birthday pledge card and an Earth Day 
Birthday cake. Sponsor: Chronicle Cablevision; Maui 
Epicenter. Contact: Andrea Swanander 874-8172 
NEW GAMES will have their E8lth Ball with them! 
Contact: Shane Usem 244-3744 
ENERGY EXPOSmON TO INCLUDE: 
Ecological Products Display/Sponsor: DepL of Human 
Concerns, Div. of Economic Development, Energy ExL 
Service. Contact Ka1 Kobayashi 243-7832; 
Premiere of the Energy Video Festival featuring State and 
Maui energy programs/Sponsor: Dept of Human Concerns, 
Div. of Economic Development, Energy ExL Service. 
Contact Kal Kobayashi. 
Premiere of Alternative Energy Activity Van, a mobile 
exhibit of alternative energy devices, ~ and their 
practical applications including photovoltaic cells, parabolic 
dish coUcctor, solar food dryer/Sponsor: James Thompson. 
Contact: S72-8722 
Other Energy Exhibits including: solar car demonstration, 
meter reading display, energy efficiency demonstrations and 
educational programs. 
22nd - 27th • HANA HawaUao Cultural and, Natural 
Ql:stnry Hikes & Talks • Daily at 1 :OOpm, at the National 
Park parking area in Kipahulu - 10 miles southwest of 
Hana on county highway 31 
How could thousands of people have lived in the Hana 
district without plastics, oils, steel, stores and nylon fishing 
nets? Parle Rangers to lead short walks to pre-historic 
Hawaiian cultural sites to discuss such topics as: recyclable 
tools & utensils made from native and Polynesian 
introduced plants & self~sufficiency of Hawaiian sustained 
yield fishing & farming practices. Contact: Marlc Tanaka-
Sanders 248-8260 
22nd •HANA - Earth Day festiyal • 10:00am to 4:00pm 
A celebration of the envronmental principles of the 
Hawaiian culture through traditional mete (music), dance, 
~(}f> =-"'~ 1~,4\urjL. J~ = ~;J\1.N~ .-tiEW~ 
food and games. To renew dedication to the perpetual 
the Hawaiian sustainable lifestyle. Sponsor: Friends 1 
Hana Coast Inc. Hana Community Associations. 
Malailena. Contact: Eve Dana 248-11(1} 
22nd thru 27th • HANA - Nptinngl Park Servk:tl I 
Qay display •National Park at Kipaludu 
Display of biodegradable/recyclable products of ru 
Hawaiians with Hawaiian plants and sustained yield 
sufficiency farming and fishing of old Hawaii. Co 
Mark Tanaka-Sanders 248-8260 
22nd - 27th • HANA - Plant a uaUvc plant • Na, 
Park in Kipaludu 
Hawaiian plants will be available for volunteers who w1 
help reforest Kipahulu Valley's coastal areas. Goir 
Kipahulu to hike or swim? Plant a native tree first. • 
may be borrowed from rangers at the ranger station or i 
parking area Contact: Mark Tanaka-Sanders 248-8260 
22nd • Whale Da,y • Kalama Park. 
This lOdt annual event will include 5 & 10k runs, voile 
toornam.ents, food, music and speakers. Sponsor: PII 
Whale Foundation. Contact: Paul Forestall 879-8811 
261h • Lem•rc '!Eoyimorncota• Ectucab from 
BQU0rn Up; A Nature Cen&cc for Maul?" by Ia 
ChQ&zeo • 7:00pm Maw Community College - Sci 
Building 1 OA 
Tamar is Executive Director of the Hawaii Nature Ce 
Come hear of efforts to ~ish a Nature Center on ~ 
Contact: Dick Mayer 242-1274 
27th • HANA Sc;hool Arbor Pax Actiyitfcs • Hana Sc/i 
In celebration of•Earth Week and Arbor Day, Parle Ran 
visit Hana School to participate in planting Polynesian 
Native Hawaiian plants widl Hana•s school children. · 
also help landscape public grounds and perpetuate Haw 
heritage with Hawaiian trees. Contact MarJc Tan 
Sanders 248-82()() 
Special Dedication of Murals depicting the elements 
land-sea as depicted in the Hawaiian culture at Hana Scb 
A four year project by the children of Hana School. 
Tbne capsule lo be buried by the Senior Class of 1991 
be dug up in the year 2000. Will include dte seniors' wi! 
for Hana and the Earth in the year 2000. Sponsors: Frie 
of the Hana Coast Inc. Contact: Evy Dana 248-77(1) 
28th • 'Scr.» Amcr;;a Bgutifuf' Cdebmta Earth 1 
lm.! County-widt. 
On "Keep America Beautiful Day" (28th), Maui , 
conduct beach, park and roadway clean-ups, beautificat 
and planting projects, and removal of "hot spots" 1 
abandoned autos. Sponsors: Community Work Day; M 
Scrap Metals, and a wide array of community businc 
Contact: Jan Dapitan 243-7325 for more information 
what is going on in your neighborhood. 
28th• Antn Amue:stJ Day• County-wide. 
A new litter law says you can be fined up to $1000 for li1 
on your property. Call 243-7325 to have abandoned or 1 
wanted autos removed from private or public lands. G 
WITH IT AND GET RID OF ITl Sponsors: Commun 
Work Day; Maui Recycling Group; Maui Scrap Meu 
Haleakala Transport, Shifting Sands, Hisamoto Body 
Fender, Inc., Frank's Towing Service, Doctor Tun's A1 
Repair & Towing, Sam's 24-hr Towing. Contact J 
Dapitan 243-7325 
28th • Maui Epk:cutcr • Qpeo House .. 11 :OOam 
4:00pm/Kihei 
Demonstration of ecological living project to show sim1 
things you can do in your own home to live in 
environmentally sound manner. Applications of pem 
culture, recycling and energy efficiency. Call for directi0t 
Contact: Epicenter - 874-8172 
28th • Cnmpostioa Projec;t Dcmnnstratjoo • 12.-00 no 
to4:00pm 
Maalea Community Association demonstrated how o 
community on Maui has undertaken active ways to redu 
waste m the landfills by composting organic matter. Call I 
directions and details. Contact: Marshall Smith - 242-SO< 
~E ©LA'I 
:ARli HQUAKES IN H~W,«11 
HE EARTIIOUAKE POTENTIAL 
Earthquakes occur frequendy in Hawaii. Our island home 
in a volcanic and tectonically active region with rifts, 
wits and fissures cutting through every one of the major 
lands. The tectonic process of the eanh's moving crust 
llilds stres~ along the faults. This sudden release of sb'ess 
wscs earthquakes on land and undasea. Volcanic activity 
ll the Big Island also creates minor 1remorS. 
/HAT TO EXPECT IN AN EARTHQUAKE 
During an earthquake, the "solid" eanh moves like the 
=ck of a ship. The actual movement of the ground. 
:>wever, is seldom the direct cause of death or injury. Most 
,sualries result from partial or total building collapse, 
dling objects. debris and shattering glass. Earthquakes may 
so trigger landslides. cause fires, and generate tsunamis 
eismic sea waves). 
If you feel a strong earthquake that makes you grab onto 
,mething to keep upright, and you are located in a tsunami 
1undation area. lu!ad for high ground. Don't wait for an 
mouncement from Civil Defense. A locally generated 
unami leaves little time for warning. Act ~dialely! 
The unique nature of the earthquake duut and potenlial 
sruption of life in Hawaii calls for preparedness actions at 
I levels ... government. volunteei" and private sector. 
EFORE AN EARTHQUAKE 
heck your home for potential hazards at least annually. 
Defective electrical wiring and leaky gas or inflexible 
connectioos are ....ery dangerous in the event of an 
earthquake. Bolt c1own waler heaters and gas appliances. 
Know where and how to shut off utilities at main switches. 
Contact your local utility company for instructions. 
Place large and heavy objects on lower shelves. Securely 
fasten shelves to walls. Brace or anchor high or top-heavy 
objeclS. 
Store breakables in low or closed cabinets. 
Anchor overhead lighting fixtures such as chandeliers. 
Check for ceiling and foundation cracks and repair if 
needed. 
AVE ON HANP111 
-a .flashlight and battery-operated radio in case power is 
cutoff. 
-a supply of drinking wata and nonperishable foods which 
can be prepared without cootcing. 
-a fire extinguisher and fust aid kiL 
URING AN EARTHQUAKE 
FIJ.'St of all, stay calm. If you are inside, stay inside. If 
lldoors, stay there. In earthquakes, most injuries occur as 
:ople are entering or leaving buildings. 
If Indoors, lake cover under a heavy desk, table, bench, 
a supported doorway, or along an inside wall Stay away 
Jm glass. Don't use candles, matches or other open flame 
Iring or after the tremor because of possible gas leaks. 
If in a moving car, stop as quickly as safety permilS, but 
1y in the vehicle. A car may sway violently on its springs, 
It it is a good pJace to stay until the shaking stops. When 
Ill drive on, watch for hazards crtaled by the earthquake 
-.e fallen objects, ~ electric wires or blocud 
adways. 
,.,,ER AN EARTHQUAKE 
Be prepared for aftershocks. They can cause more damage 
topple weakened structures. 
:heck for injmies. 
rum on your radio or TV for emergency information from 
cal authorities. 
:heck utilities. If leaks are detected. leave the building and 
,n'treenter m1tilanofficial says it's safe. 
~E THE TELEPHONE ONLY IN CASE OF 
'I.ERGENCY. USTEN TO YOUR RADIO FOR 
'FORMATION. 
1r more information, contact Maui County Civil Defense 
Jency, 200 So. High SL, Wailulw, Hawaii 96793. Phone: 
4-7721 
HISTORY. ©F THE 
PANDANlLJS lrREE 
Acconling to an ancient legend, when Pele, Goddess of 
F"uc and Volcanoes., first came to the Hawaiian Islands, her 
canoe was caught in the branches of a bala tree rising out of 
the ocean. Furiously angry, Pele pulled lhe haJa tree up by 
its roocs. Tearing the tree into bits. she cast it to the four 
winds, throwing the pieces as far as she could throw them. 
That is why, the ancients say, there are so many bala trees 
growing along the coastline. 
And according to old songs, or meles, many of which are 
still sung in tbe islands. reference is often made to the 
superior quality of the bala grown close to the ocean. The 
ancient Hawaiians ptderred it to that grown on the 
1110UP1Binsidts. 
"Naemac i kc pua o ka bala, ua maewa wale i ka poli 
olcahiawa. .
(Clean is tbe bala 1ha1 grows by the sea.) 
••••• 
Bala leis can be seen at many gala occasions, however 
there arc times when it is not beneficial to wear a hala lei. 
According to legend. one day when Pele was journeying 
wilh a companion toward Hawaii she was p-esentcd wilh a 
hala lei. Pele held tbe lei in her bands for a time and then 
said, "This is significant of something. I am wondering what 
is before us." 
As tbey walked on. a messenger ran toward 1hem crying: 
"Come! Come and l!eJp us. Our Chief is dying." 
-· - ___ ,,.  
'-rbou art a bala lei about the neck of the wise." 
"Puna is dizzy with the ftagnmce of the baJa flower ... 
"Ha puha1a ua oo, bepi, kuli paa, naua. .
(Comparing a stingy man to the lnmk of an old hala 
tree) 
"Pala kc hala. momona lea uku." 
(When.the bala tree is ripe the uhu fish is fat.) 
"No," Pele replied. "Your chief is bala." And by tins she The ancient Hawaiians amsidcml the pandanus or hala 
meant that lhe chief was dad or gone. As this la1er proved lree the most useful of all the ~ growing on their islands. 
to be lme, it made a deep impressim on her companions. They used every pan of the plant; -die roots. the root fibers, 
When embarking upon a business lrip a hala lei shoukl the bark. the trunk, the aerial roots, and lheir buds, the 
never be worn for it _presupposes a sign of failure because of leaves. the flowers, the fruit. and lhe seeds. They put the 
the double meaning of the word: hala meaning pandanus, products of the tree to many other uses than the weaving of 
but also meaning gone, or missed. Another tradition held leaves. and the making ofleis. 
that baJa lei arc always unlucky fora hula dancer, and some The hala tree was even believed to have contributed to 
polilicians even now consider hala leis very unlucky for the origin of man. Accoriling to an oli:I legend, one of lhe 
them, and do not like to be pn,sented wilh one, especially beaudfu1, young 6bddesses was busy cutting hala strips one 
around election time. day. when the shell trimmer slipped and cut her finger. The 
The bala tree was so much a part of ancient Hawaiian life finger bled pofusely. When the blood coagulared two eggs 
that d1ele arc many sayings, proverbs, and riddles referring were formed from it, and fro{ll lhesc eggs emerged lhe fadJer 
to it. These are some examples: and mother of the human race. 
"Her children are like the many-rooted haia of the 
mountainsides " 
[The aboW! has been utraclt!d from THE STORY OF 
LAUHALA by E.W. Stall, Petroglyph Press, Hilo, 01953.J. 
DAIRY ROAD POST OFFICE and 
24-HOUR TELEPHONE 
ANSWERING SERVICE 
David "Pat" Figueira 
owner 
250 Alamaha Street, N6, Suite 1 • Kahului, HI 9673 
(808) 872-6000 
NOTICE OF ADDRESS CHANGE! ;, 
Correspondents be informed that we are 
receiving mail for the Kama'aina News 
at: P.O. Box 33031, Kahului, HI 96733 
1995-A Main Street 
Wailuku, HI 96793-1796 
ISLAND ANSWERING SERVICE 
24 HOUR TELEPHONE ANSWERING SERVICE 
EV AL. ARRUDA (808) 244-9161 
f, NEW-USED & RECAPPED TIRES ' AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD! MAUI DISCOUNT TIRES 
Select From Our HUGE Sloc:k - TIRES FOR ALL MAKES ' 11 
• PASSENGER CARS • SPORT CARS • 1 11 
• TRUCKS • IMPORTS • COMPACTS • 
11 
891 ALUA ST. 
I 
WAILUKU INDUSTRIAL PARK PH: 242-5741 :1 
KAMJ\' AINA NEWS - Special Edition: April, .J990 ..-IP-agl-2U 
.,..&,. 
PAIR training, workshops, 
or therapy for. use of small 
sailboat (John is licensed 
caplain}, weekly fresh 
vegetables & herbs. fresh 
fruit. fresh fish, gutter wort, 
sprinkler repair' massages, 
facials, soundproofing, 
cement driveway work. Call 
879-2766 or 879-0097. 
Kama'aina News will trade 
advertising space for min-
van and/or computer. 872-
6036 
Trade computer design 
services for, whatchagoua 
trade. 244-3534 
Haircuts Trade for '!? Call 
872-6036 
Upcountry Athletic Club 
Memberships 1-3 months, 
$57.20 per month value 
Open to barter - 872-6036 
Free sailing and whale 
watching. Barter for help in 
boat upkeep. Call Steve in 
Labaina 877-9328. lv. msg. 
Manicures- Trade for'? Call 
872-6036 
Will trade slenderizer treat-
ments for whatchagotta-
trade? Ph. 877-SLIM. 
Kama'aina News will ttade 
advertising spat'.C for copier 
that enhuges and reduces . 
872-6036 
Trade expert counseling, 20 
yrs. exp. for computer. Call 
Dr. Berman, 575-2255. 
BED AND BREAKFAST Need size 8/10 Cub Scout 
at HOME SWEET HOME in unifonn and picture frames 
Kihei S35 per nighL 872- of any size or style in good 
6036 condition. 661-5163. 
BOOKKEEPING SER- Kibei Towne Antiques. 
VICE. Computerized with Looking to buy jewelry, 
custom reports. Spreadsheets furniture, old. unusual estate 
and analysis. Call Reed at sales. 879-8999 1945 S. 
572-7742 Kihei Rd. 
Good Taste Catering. WANTED to buy: old 
Providing healthy, delicious Hawaii LICENSE PLATES 
cuisine for any group or prior to 1950. Maui milk 
party. Christine Shaw. 872- bottles widt "property oF' 
6012 Joe, 575-2869 
COUNSELING Looking for regrigerators 
BLF.sSINGS WEDDINGS & washers. Working or not. 
Rev. Beverly Powers Expert Repairs. 572-9255 
669-4400 Hi. Lie# 88-89 
TELEPHONE 
Wanted: Home furnace 
beat unit. 878-2460 
CLASSIFIED SERVICE: Looking for SPANISH 
I! you rent or sell anything GUITAR - wide neck style 
thru the classified ads, but Phone 872-6036 
don't have the time, the 
means or a phone to take all Nine Muses Company buys 
those calls, we will screen and sells USED BOOKS. 
yeur calls, set up appoint- 572-2787 
ments & interviews, describe 
the items, give directions, 
etc. for just S 1.50 a day. This 
service is available here on 
Maui. Call 872-6066 for 
more infonnation! 
Larry Singson's Upholstery, 
fumiture, vehicles, marine 
craft, quality workmanship. 
Custom interiors, reasonable 
prices & free estimates: Ph. 
572-6330 
tUV-. L, " ' 
I collect and pay cash for 
OLD BOOKS, especially on 
Hawaii. 2424372 
'87 16' Radon; center 
console, 40hp OB, gas tanks, 
1989 trailer, built-in storage 
locker and fishing pole 
holders. Ready top fish or 
drive. Ex. cond. S7500. 879-
8811 
COPS 'N DOPERS. A 
classic, infonnative comic 
book from 1976 by Andrew 
Von Sonru This unique Jaw 
book was fll'St sold through 
PLAYBOY and HIGH 
TIMES book reviews and 
sold five thousand copies 
which was the first printing. 
Andy describes his delighrful 
book as "A people's guide to 
the 4dt Amendment or how 
to avoid a bust" Written in 
English and Spanish. To or-
der send $10 to ANDREW 
VON SONN, P.O. Box 994, 
Lahaina, Hi. 96767-0094. 
VISITING EXPATS-free 
copy expat newsletter. Sent 
worldwide. Ad to: 777 
Kapiolani, #1725, Honolulu, 
HI96813 ,~~-1$ 1 
l. ~ 
BACK ISSUES of Kama'ai-
na News: $1.65. 872-6036 
For Sale ANTIQUE 
SHAKER CHEF.sE BOX-
ES. Brass and wooden 
pegged. Reasonable. 874-
4310 
Senco-Scn 200R Oil-fed 
ROOF NAILER gun & 
nails. $360. 572-7750 
Ricoh CAMERA 35mm 
XRS. 2 lenses, camera bag & 
cleaning equipmenL S220. 
572-7750 
Will trade- prof~nal Quality camconler, VCR, & 
MASSAGE, iridology or tile stereo REPAIRS and have 
work for auto mechanic, some good used equipment 
garden space, or ?? 872-6050 for saJe. Call Mtlce Knowles 
2 16' Hobie Cats w/trailer, 
many extras. 52600 oho. 
572-6358 
FOR SALE. Eleclric Exer-
cycle, adjusts for height and 
weighL Only privately 
owned. Very gooo condibon. 
$400 . 661-0380. 
( iUJ=~ J :::RY HAMMER 20' F.iberf"onn boat, rebuilt outdrive. $8000 oho, many extras. 874-7617 or 579-
9871 
MODEMS for your Mac 
and IBM compab'bles are 
really reduced at MAC 
CONCEPTS. Check them provides general home main-
tenance and repairs. Call for 
estimate: 572-2787, ask for 
Bill. 
FREE to good homes. 
Beautiful healthy kittens. 
While, black, red & grey 
tabbies. Free purebred dwarf 
rabbits. ~72-7~ . . . €,; + _,JAA~§L*" ,J 
GT~~Alt\ ) HOUSTON -one way Del-
Hawaiians call 575-9073 to ta Air from Maui - Male, 
register as a citizen for your S200. 572-2787 
26, Folkboat SAJLBOAT, 3 out at 3_35 Hoohana SL #Fin 
yrs old. Full keel beauty Kahulw. You can phone 
cruising equipped, l9 day~ ~m at 871-6058. I just got 
from Calif. Phone 572.-6296 mme ~ ~ amaz~ at the 
enomuty of informatton that 
SAJLBO~ T _ 17 ft. all ~w is now available and at my 
gear ~ nggmg. 6HP trailer finger tips. Just to input the 
7 sails S3000 or trade for various services available in-
toolS, etc. 879-3737 to my own brain has excited ::gn nation. Ka Lahui ( l;MPI.OYME:l'Jt ~ ) 
15' Fiberglass oulrigger me and supercharged my 
SAILBOAT. $450. 879- initiative. If you don't have a 
2893 modem for your computer 
Success in Conquering the 
Urine Drug Tests. A com-
piece guide. Send S5.00 + 
$1.00 shipping to F-D Bro-
kers, Suite 319, Pmtal Cen-
ter, Maui Mall , Kahului, Ill 
96732 
ROOM, completely fur-
nished, cable, washer/dryer, 
$350,'mo. includes utilites. 
572-2599 Leave message. 
f . ·~ .~ =~~ 
{~~~J EDUCAIJ'IONAL VIDEO 
Meticulous solderer wanted BUSINESS FOR SAEE: catalog of 2000 hard-to-find 
for stained glass window LOVE RENT-A-CARS FOR instructional, ~nal & 
construction. Hour-per-~ SALE SI0,000. Financing self-help titles. $2.95. 572-
exchange for lessons, studio available. Phone 872-6036 2758. Mention this ad: S2.95 
Guitarist/ saxophonist / hmp-
ist / vocalist writer / arranger 
{one person) seeks key-
boardist for recording & 
gigs. Alilca,877-0372 
time and use of suppli~. coupon. 
Must be enthusiastic and If a popsicle plant can make 
precise. Experience helpful 6,000 ~ a day, (at a cost Begin & end your gift 
but not necessary. Part time of 25 cents per pop} five shopping with a gift that 
Perfect Location for Pho- position. Call 575-9974 f or days a week (and sell at a everyone loves: FLUTE & 
to Processing Lab . 220 more info. whls. price of 50 cents} 52 HARP MUSIC. Call to lis-
wmng. · , speclal plwnbing, weeks of the year {without ten and order S9.95 tapes at SALF.s: Kama'aina News .;a:.... ,_ing the aru·mals) ho light proofing. 1,239 sq.ft. UQ IUI U W 661-7655 
Avail. 4/1/90. Reasonable has sales positions in adver- many investors would be 
rate. Call 667-2286 tising paying 25% commis- interested enough to call Engagement Ring, gold and 
...: ~ sion. Call 872-6036 579-8674 for further details? diamond. ssoo. 572-7962 
1-cg.8-,-Spc:cialilicJitioa:,Jqn:it.4990.-- KAMA_: MNA> NEWS 
Complete portable PA sys-
tem $15000 I TV & VCR 
$j500 I BALDWIN upright 
PIANO $3500. Call Doug, 
877-7171, ExL 1602# 
SMALL FRIG, 18"xl8"x20" 
high, 1.5 cubic ft. As New. 
$95. John 661-4660. 
ANTIQUE SOLID OAK 
DOOR, made in 1909, 
28'x67"x I 5/'8". Has mirror 
one side $360 . J.M. 661-
4600. 
''Go Anywhere" GRD..L. 
Webers 14" #10001. New in 
shipping box. $25. 669-7703 
LH~.: 
Twin ROLLAWAY BEi 
$60. 50 pc. FLA TWARJ 
set $20. LONG SPEAI 
$20. SEAR BIRK 20" S6C 
MUU-MUU and ~ $11 
each. 8774544 
KITCHEN TBL & CHRS 
Office chair, small draftinJ 
table, quality wmn's cJodt. 
ing, boots, shoes •~42-55U 
lvmsg. 
Brand new Young Cbanjj 
Piano, ivory finish w/bencll 
& dehumidifier & voilumc 
control pedal. $2800 OBO. 
Excllentcondinon.572-5676 
2 RATTAN COUCHES, 
dining room set & 15 house 
plants. 874-7617 
FOOD PROCESSOR $50. 
NINTENDO tapes: Dragon 
Warrior, Ath~ Renegade 
$30 each. 8774544 
COMPLETE DARKROOM Sanyo MICROWAVE for 
Omega 4-color head En- sale. Brand new, $200. Call 
larger plus exttas: 5650 or Mike, 879-8617 
best offer. 669-4400 
GEORGE ALLAN Original ENCYCLOPEDIA, Child-
signed painting. 4' X 5', blue craft & World Book. I am 
& white flowers. $10,000 your Wodd Book representa-
OBO. 872-6036 live. Call Saar, 575-2468 
lmageWriter D PRINTER PICTIJRD & frames from 
for Apple Mac or hotel, complete with glass. 
Ile/llGS/llc. Make Offer. Must see. Bargain at $20 
878-6700 each. Phone 66h3940. Ast 
for Larry or Diana 
56 cm. Vitus RAGING 
BIKE, brand new, all Cam- ROWING MACHINE, lib 
PY Super Record, Mavic new, Precor 612. $225. 879-
wheels, top of the line. 572- 8758 
2793 
For sale: Sii.e 9 ROLLER-
New software: FORM- BLADES - similar to roller 
FlLLER. Fill our any form skates. Great exercixe. $60 
on your PC. $69.95. Well SL OBO. 874-8052 lv message. 
Computing, 242-5585 
600 watt SINE WA VE IN• 
Steel L-shaped DESK for VERTER S450; 2 deep cy-
typerwriter. 6 drawers, cle BATTERIES $110; L-
wood-grained top. $299. shaped DESK w/6 drawers 
Susan, 572-8795, 572-6705 $299; annless swivel office 
New Software: PERSONAL 
LA WYER. Draw up your 
own legal documents on 
your PC. S69.95. Well SL 
Computing, 242-5585 
CHAIR S45. Ph. 572-6294 
Nine Muses Company buys 
and sells USED BOOKS. 
572-2787 
TRIPOD FOR VIDEO 
Professional sturdy TRI - CAMERA, S495, 600 w. 
POD for videocamera. Fluid invener, S450, 2 deep-cycle 
head, carrying case, like batteries, $55 ea. 572-6294 
new. 5695. Susan, 572-8795, LIKE NEW. 
572-6705. 
SYNTHESIZER: Profes-
sional, Lots of features, ~ 
to use. Perfect student 
model. S400 widt hard case 
& free lessons. Alika. 877-
0372 
DX7 great condition, excel-
lent workhorse. Good friend 
must sell S700 to a good 
home. Alilca, 877-0372 
PA SYSTEM includes 2 
Elec1ro-Voice speakers. 6 
channel mixer/amp. cables, 
covers. Excellent condition •
$775. Ph. 572-2390 
GALLERY TRAX SPOT 
LIGHTING. Make Halo. 25 
lights $18 ea. Also free 
standing gallery stand, 8'1ong 
6 1/10" high, ends 6'x6'10" 
high. J.M. 661-4660. 
Beautiful CEDAR COT-
T AGE w/complete solar 
system and water catchment 
- must be moved. Only 
$10,000. Call Doug, 877-
7171, EXL 1602# 
Large suppJy of NITRO-
GEN PACKED FOOD: 
grains, seeds, etc. Call Doug, 
877-7171, ExL 1602# 
84 FORD LTD, 4dr sedan, 
?SK mi., auto, PS, PB, AC, 
\M radio, very clean, 
nechanically sound S29SO. ~~i'.iiiwiiii~ 
l78--2652 or 871-0681 
'79 Ford S/W. Mid-size. 6 
73 FORD MAVERICK. cyl p/s, depend. Legal $19S. 
\11 legal, good engine & 879-5480 
ires. $695. Call 878-3158 
'82 Granada Wagon P/S, 
85 DODGE CHARGER, P/B, Air, 46,800 mi. S2SOO. 
!.2, red, 5 spd, A/C, swuoof, 572-0127 
ass., 50,000 mi. Call 874-
1616 days, 874-5383 eves. '86 CHRYSLER LeBaron 
;3495 oho. Must sell. Fully power loaded. A/C, no 
rust Exel. cond. 23,000 
{ AMAHA ENDURO, miles. $6500. 242-6692 days 
-OOcc. cabover camper for 572-2498 eves/wknds 
mport truck; ceramic floor 
ile. B.O. on each. 
;all572-2667 
'87 MUST ANG Convert-
ible. Loaded! $12,995. Call 
Brenna, 667-7777 or 669-
4983 80 FORD GRANADA 
,ood condition, original 
,wner, only 69,000 mi. $750 '67 VW VAN. Runs good, 
>BO. 575-2098 legal, safety check. $900 
:hevy Camaro 12 bolt 
tEAR END with 4.88 
ears, posi, $360. 2 m/tN-SO 
.res, new $245. 18 1/l x 44 
uper Swamper tires, $1390. 
80 Holley carb. Edelbrock 
xquer intake, Chevy small 
lock. Call 244-4919 
30 CUTLASS Supreme, 
OBO. 872-6036 
'89 IROC Z 5.7. Black. 
Loaded. FasL $15,900. 
Phone 874-8038 
MUST SELL '85 DODGE 
Charger. 5 spd. Swuoof, 
A/C. S3000/oho. Pis. call 
874-0616 days or 874-5383 
1495. 2dr, A/C, P/S, Elc/W. '70 Mercedes Benz 250. 
.uns great. 
33 CAMARO. A/C, E/W, 
/S V-6 auto. $4200. New 
'ainL Perfect. 
12 STANZA H/8. S13SO. 
dr, auto. Good shape. 
ID JETT A. $1350. 4 cir., 
~uto. 0006 coodiuon. 
79 FAIRMONT S/W. 
n5. 5/dr, Auto, 6 cyL PIS 
ependable. 
'4 SENTRA Sl200. 4dr 
uto, 30mpg. 
:2 TOYOTA COROLLA. 
l050. 5 spd, 2 cir coupe. 
:creo. Sharp. 
19-5480 
ns Honda Accord, 
uchback, AT, good condi-
Jn,$750 oho. 667-9071 
Good body, interior, tires, 
engine. S3000 oho. Must 
sell! 877-3098 
'72 Bug Show Car. Must 
Sell. S3500 oho. 877-5602. 
'73 MERCEDES 450SL. 
S 15,000. Clean, new tires. 
572-7549 
'78 FIAT 124 SPIDER 
CONV. New paint, new 
brakes, new tires. Exel. 
cond. S3500 obo. 244-5639 
'78 VW BUG CONVER-
TIBLE Exel. cond. in & ouL 
AM/FM cassette. S3SOO oho. 
244-5639 
'81 Datsun 200SX, 2 cir. 
Cecharuc's Delight •84 Ford AC, ll\llO, AM/FM. PW. 
lUSTANG A/C, P/S. Nice S2SOO 669-9061 
'89 VW CABRIOLET 
Conv. Sspd., leather, 3000 
mi. $17,500 obo. 242-9613 
'83 Chevy Bluer Sil-
verado. PIS, P/B, A/C, CJC,, 
good cond. $7000. 572-6291 
'85 Toyota 4x4. Superb 
cond. 5 spd. No rusL S79SO. 
874-6172 
'87 Ford Ranger King Cab, 
4x4, 5 spd., V-6. 26,000 mi. 
Detail by "Auto Appeal" 
$8,900. 572-7863 
1984 CHEVY S-10 Tahoe 
CJll. w/jump seats, flawless 
cond., every option. Must 
see. $7650 or best reasonable 
offer. Steve 878-1324, 878-
1329, 661-SOOO 
1980 PORSCHE 928 with 
every option, flawless cond., 
maintained by perfectionist. 
$19,9S0 or best reasonable 
offer. Steve 878-1324, 878-
1329, 661-SOOO 
'78 CAD. SEVILLE, 4dr, 
fully loaded, A/C, stereo, 
wire wheels, vinyl roof, low 
'87 Ford Ranger XLT. 4 miles, mint cond. Must see. 
cyl. Short bed. Bed liner, 877-2438 
lumber rack, extras. S6,900. 
879-0001, aft4 pm '84 LINCOLN CONTI-
NENT AL. Excel. cond •• full 
'85 Plymouth Voyager. 7 power. MUST SEE! Bestof-
pass. excl. cond. A/C, extras. fer takes. Call Milt at work 
874-0394 879-8833 or home 879-5381 
'59 Toyota Land Cruiser. '70 HORNET 6 cyl. runs 
Nr. mint cond. Best offer, and legal $400 OBO. 871-
572-8813 7424 
•ss CHRYSLER LE- '78 HONDA ACCORD 
BARON converuble; wrbo, hatchback, Sspd, AM-FM, 
leather, all optioons. Only rusty but runs suong. S750 
4500 mi. Sl6000. 669-5760 OBO. 669-7610 
For sale, 1955 CHEVY 4dr, '88 HONDA CIVIC DX 
B210, straight 6, perfect for 3dr hatchback 5spd, A/C, 
restoration. Not a Maui AMIRA cass. Lo mileage, 
cruiser, $1000 OBO. 667- xlnt cond. $7,800. 879-6800 
6110 leave message. after 5PM. 
•39 CHEVY ASTRO VAN '88 HONDA CIVIC 3dr 
fully loaded. $12.SOO. 8400 hatchback. AM/FM Cass, 
miles, like new. Ask for Ed, AJC,, lo mi. Xlnt cond. 
879-7068 $7,800. 879-6800 after 6pm 
'84 Toyota TERCEL Auto, '79 CHEROKEE VS wagon 
A/C, very clean, top running stick. Good tires, SbOng run-
acond. S3SOO OBO. Ph 877- ner, sun roof. $1800 879-
4090 eves. 2893 
'73 VW VAN w/19 engine '82 CHRYSLER LEDA-
& ttans, full camaper, stove, RON 4dr, 6 cyl, auto . S2150. 
refrigerator, pop top, velvet 879-2893 
inL, $2200 OBO. 572-0553 
'68 DODGE DART very 
clean, running good, lots of Selling '82 VW VAN. In-
new parts, needs little work. speclCd and runs good. Call 
Call jeff M-F 667-6919, 572-1584. Asking $3900 
home 572-9980 Iv msg. 
'78 CORVETTE 42,500 
mi., 4spd., L82 model full 
stereo S12,000 or $10,000 
without stereo. 579-9739 
'82 TOYOTA STARLET, 
nu brakes, nu shocks, runs 
super, no rust but needs 
painL $1700. Phone 871-
4017. Keep trying. 
'82 RX7 GSL MAZDA, 1954 CHRYSLER NY De-
Leather inL, power windows, luxe. Will sell or trade for 
air, new paint, mainland car, family van and truck in ex-
no rust, exlnt cond. MUST cellent condition a~ (or 
SEE. S37SO. Alarm system. cash). 572-2395 M-F or 572-
Ph. 879-9934 Iv message. 1731 Sat, Sun. 
'79 FORD FUTURA Sta. '85 l/l PONTIAC FIERO 
Wag., 57,000 mil, new carb, GT V6 white Porsche Koni 
new steering shaft, tires, runs suspens°ion, ' sway bars 
great S1700. call Pete Orito shocks, sunroof, new clutch: 
242-7273 whale tail, loaded and beau-
tiful 879-0722 ask for Caro-
' 78 MAZDA PICKUP line. 
S800, '76 PINTO S400. Call 
Rick after 4pm 572-8786 Looking for a great little red 
sports car? '79 RX7 GSL 
Craiger Weld WHEELS for SE, loaded and in great 
Chevy & Dodge cars S490. shape. S7,000. 879-4833 
242-5684 
'75 MERCEDES 450 SL 
'84 TOYOTA TERCEL 59,000 mi. LL blue, mint 
hatchback, exlnt cond., very cond. S18,500. Michelle at 
clean. S3200. Ph. 669-5058 661-8863 
.83 TERCEL hatchback, '72 RALLY NOVA 3SO ci., 
good cond., 2nd owner, new 350 trans w/kit S2800 OBO. 
exhaust, tires, battery, Must see to appn:ciate. Call 
shocks, totally legal. 572- 572-7809 
4612 best offer. For sale VW PARTS call 
572-6899 
'74 FORD Fl50 4x4 360 
V6, 4spd. Good work truck. 3 Cherries: Sporty white 2-
S2450. 871-6383, 879-6256 cir. coupe FORD FUTURA, 
'80, 29,000 orig. mi.1986 
'85 DODGE COLT new MAXIMA loaded, deluxe. 
tires, 63,000 mi. S2.5()(). Ra- •75 CHEVY MONTE 
chael, 572-2524 CARLO, good cond. $950 
OBO Ph. 242-9643 
'83 OLDS CUTLASS 4dr., 
A/C, P/S, good tires, new •72 DATSUN Original Maui 
battery. BARGAIN! Below Cruiser, runs good. Lots of 
bluebook at S3300. Ph. 879- rust. $350. Call 244-0420 
8769 Darlene. 
side. 669-5401 
'4 MERCEDES BENZ. 
Ir, sunroof, 6 cyl. RWJS 
'C8L Invst. low book 
l 1,000. Make offer. Don 
72-9300 
1980 FORD GRANADA 
'81 RENAULT 181. Best of $700 OBO. 69.000 mi. 575-
Renault's model This car is 2098 
in good cond. & priced at 
FREE C~ASSIFIED/BARffiEffi ~D 
©RIDliR FORM 
S2100. Call 879-2449 
'84 NISSAN 300ZX. Exel. 
cond. S7900 oho. 
7 Chevy Van 6 cyl New 669-0920 
-es, some rust. S2300 
.B.O. 877-8519 '84 XJS JAGUAR. Exel. 
cond. $23,500. Lv. mess. on 
7 Mustang. Green & pager 871-3232 
hue. S1mng eng. Has some 
eed. $2500 obo. 572-4713 '86 Maxima. Perfrect cond. 
Divon:e sale: '87 NISSAN 
SENTRA, incl. 7yr. mainte-
nance, low miles, must see. 
$4.900 OBO. Call 669-5290 
'83 GMC S-15, Jimmy 4x4 
custom vehicle, mint cond., 
off road suspension , many 
extras, $8,000 OBO. Ph. 
515-9595 
$9250 firm. 572-2395 or 'RM 250 $2,200 OBO 244-
9 Chevy Malibu Class. 572-1731 9675 
>Oles & runs real good. 
~ obo. Call afta' 2pm, 
'9-2565 
u\B 1980, 4dr, hatch, 
iµoof, 4 spd. good 
ndition, needs paint, must 
11. Asking $3200 OBO. 
Ill 248-8383 
'87 Nlssu Sentra. A/C, 
Stereo. Very good cond. 
Runs great. $4980 obo. 874-
0061, Iv. msg. 
'88 HONDA CRX AM/FM 
cass. Exel cond. $9000 obo. 
572-9663 
'86 CELEBRITY wagon, 
$5.000 call 669-9165 
'87 NISSAN SENTRA 5 
spd., tinted windows & cus-
tml rims, excellent cond. 
$1500 dn & take over pay-
ments. 572-9641 
To place an ad, fill out the form below. 
Use one box for each character, space 
and punctuation mart. Return the form to: 
Kama'alna News 
P.O. Box 33031 
Kahului, HI 96733 
Please run my ad in the 
---- issue. 
[[) Classified 
[] Barter Board 
' 
Namc._~_ .;;..;;;;;=...;=.---- ~ -- =- --....;.;.----Addreu _________ ,;,_ ________ _ 
_____________ Phone _____ _ 
- ·- Your name will not be used unless it is included in your message below 
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ADtJl :T:iER~ AND THE 
F,;EMINISiT MISTAKE. 
by Cal Thomas 
01990, Los Angeles Tunes Syndicate 
I guess we can add Effi Barry, wife Q.f Washington D.C. 's 
embattled mayor, to the sad list of women who c~ to 
suffer in silence or explain away the e:x.bamarital 
wanderings of lheir husbands rather dum taking a stand to 
proleCt their dignity. 
For too long, high-profi)e political and other leaders have 
escaped publk: indicllllent for their a(\ulterous affairs, and 
by their silent acquiescence some of their wives have been 
tacit co-conspimtors in their philanderings. Recall the 
torturm face of Lee Hart as husband Gary praised her 
"courage" following reports of bis ~gs from home 
and hearth. 
One wonders about the inner thoughts of the 
expressionless Frances Swaggart when she learned that 
husband Jimmy bad been cruising for prostitutes way down 
yonder in New Orleans. It would have been helpful to other 
women similarly offended to hear some public outtage from 
her to show the pain that is caused by such behavior. Jimmy 
may have felt bad about what he did, but Fmnces was the ~~;:;::~:::;\ 
innocent victim. . 
Perhaps ~t of all is ~- Barry's response to her m, 11111 R. ~ : -
husband's WJdely reported affairs. Two years ago, she told a~~ - U 
local TV reponer, "You have to be philosophical, and you 
have to be a realist. TheJC is a caliber of female in this 
world, for whatever her own personal needs might be. who · 
tends to gravitate toward a power figure. It has always been 
that way, and unfortunately, will continue to be that way. ti 
Alluding to revelations of extramarital affairs of any 
numtier of presidents, members of Congress and other 
public officials over the years. Mrs. Barry said, '7his kind of 
involvement is a necessary nuisance that the wife of a power , 
figure has to deal with. ti 
As Big Daddy said in "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof," "Bull!" 
Rasheeda Moore, the woman who lured Barry to that 
hotel room. was reported by the Washington Post to have 
done it because "at the height of her relalionsb.ip with 
Barry" a few years ago. she was "upset" by the suspicion 
"that he was involved with 0lher women, including some of 
her friends. ti
As columnist Russell Baker retorted, "Some of her 
friends! What about the mayor's wife?" 
Thal some women may reluctandy accept adultery as part 
of the package that goes with being married to a power 
figure is no excuse for other women not to hold these 
wanderers accountable. 
The longer women remain silent while their husbands 
commit adultery, the more acceptance it will gain. Pretty 
soon no man will think he has anything to lose from a little 
"fling." 
My wife has let me know in advance what my fate would 
be should I ever decide to lust after other women. It is not a 
pretty thought to contemplate. 
As I said in our last installment, this issue I will ~vide 
nwnbers of various computer bulletin boards where you can 
find all sorts of interesting stuff. I like that word, stuff. I 
decided I wouldn't list the nmnbers of the national BBSs 
because they are tai1y found. Instead I will list some of the 
less-well-known ones. 
As far as I can find out, the numbers are all .. voice" num-
bers (except where noted), call for information and you will 
be talking to a real, live person. If you are answered by a 
high screeching sound, it's a modem line so call back using 
yOID' modem. Or maybe it's just someone having a bad 
day ..• 
Addresses are listed where available so you can write first 
if you wanL I have tried to type accurately but. just in case I 
goofed, I take no re.,ponsibility for any mi.qa]ces Nor do I 
accept any respons1"bility for you phone bills! 
And if you have any specific type of darshase in mind and 
don't know where to find it, drop me a line at this paper and 
I will try and find where to get what you want. 
Economic Bulletin Board: Department of Commerce; 202-
377-3870 (modem line) This BBS has an informal listing of 
BBS systems run by government personnel. 
Lexis/Nexis: Mead Data Central.. P.O. Box 933. Dayton 
Ohio 45401; 800-227.4908 
Online Public Access Catalog: Hawaii State Pnb1ic Library 
system catalog; 1-523-8790 (modem line, toll-fn:!e access 
not yet available) or 1-548-5585 (voice tine. s for Vernon 
Tam or Valyrle Walter). Homs: Sun 1 am to midnight, Mon 
1 am to 11 pm, Tue-Sat am to 11 pm. 
Prentice Hall Online: Prentice Hall Legal and Fmancial 
Services, 1900 E. Fomth SL. Ste 130, Santa Ana, CA 92705; 
800.333-0431 
Toxic Chemical Release .Inventory: National Library of 
Medicine 's Toxnet system, 301-496-6531 
U.S. Naval Institute Military Database: United Slates 
NavaUnstilUle, Annapolis, MD. 21402-5035; 301-261-2700 
WestLaw: West Publishing Co., SOW. Kellogg Blvd., P.O. 
Bo:x. 64526, SL Paul, Minn. 55164-0526; 800-328-0109 
This is the type of strong attitude men and women ought 
to have toward their maniage, a sanctified relationship. But 
in an age of television, fihns, rock music and pomograpbic 
magazines that often portray fidelity as an outdated virtue, 
marriage has been triviall1.ed and sacrificed on the altar of 
Acces.,: Legislative Inronnation Service: State of Hawaii; Next time: some smaller bulletin boards. 
800-628-4229(modem line) State legislative documents. 
timetable, etc. 
momentary physical pleasme. The Bible Library: Ellis Enterprises, 4205 McAuJey Rlvd., 
Just once I would like to hear the united voices of Suite 315, Oklahoma City, O,Jda 73120; 800-729--9500 
feminist and non-feminist women raised against ~ 
wandering minstrels of adultery. And it wouldn' t runt to Climate Assessment Bulledn Board: Nalional Oceano-
hear a few male voices in the chorus, too, men who are still graptµc and Atmospheric Administration; 301-7~1 
honoring the promise they made before God and witnesses 
to love, honor and cherish their wive$ and to forsake all 
others until death parts lbem. 
Poor Effi Barry may think adultery comes with the 
territory. There are plenty of women and men who believe 
Olhenvise. Now is their chance to say so and send an 
important message to om society that will strengthen 
marriage, the family and the COIDltry. 
----- ..... ----- ................. -r 
Damar Online Real Estate Inrormatlon System: Damar 
Real Estate Information Service, 3550 W. Temple SL, Los 
Angeles. CA 90004; 800-873-2627 
DaDog (gateway to 1015 of databases): Dialog Information 
Services, me., 3460 Hillview Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94304; 
800-334-2564. Speclsl services and rates available for 
schools. 
I . _ FAST DELIVERY I 
ij5::-~ Ocean Front Dining in Lahaina I Dow Jones News'Retrieval: Dow Jones & Company, Inc., 
~ •New York Style Made Fresh Dady P.O. Box 300, Princeton, NJ 08543-0300; 800-522-3567 
·-~~ •Pm.as •Salads I 
I;~ Lahaina WIKI WIKI PIZZA I Dun & Bradstreet Onl1ne Senices: The Dun & BmdslRet 
I \ 
I Corp., 299 Park Ave., New York, NY 10171; 212-593-6800 
tlf • 661-5686 
.
II ~ ttJ VI 1285 Front Street '1 I I •t Across from Cannery on Ocean 
I_ .,!D;:.~~!2~!!.~h!!!is~- _ _J 
EasyNet (gateway to over 800 databases): Telebase 
Systems, Inc., 763 W. Lancaster Ave., Bryn Mawr, PA 
19010; 800-421-7616. Also available as !Quest on Compu-
Serve. 
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PEOPLE REALLY READ 
THE KAMA' AINA NEWS! 
WHY? BECAUSE WE ARE AN OPEN F©RUM FREE 
P~SS WITH STIMUILAT]NG COfVERAGE OF 
~AL ISSUES ANO DJAL PEOPLE. ANID WHERE 
ARE 11fm1Y READIN<G IT? 
TFIE KAMA'AINANEWS ISAVAIJLABLE 
AT THE FOLL©WIN6 LOCATIONS 
KAHULUI: AhFook's Supermarket• AirponFlower & Fruit• Akamai Tours• National Rent A Car• Alamo Rent A Car• Sunshine Rent A Car• Andres 
Rent A Car• Trans Maui Rent A Car• Chanon U Drive• Coral Outlet• Faught & Miyashiro• Foodland • Gilbert & Associates• Gray line • Hawaiian 
Helicopters Heliport • Kahului Airport/Commuter Terminal • Kahului Airport/Hawaii Visitors Bureau • Kahului Airport/Heliport • Kahului Airport/ 
Stands• KahuJui Airport/United Terminal • Maui Beach• Maui Mall• Maul Palms• Maui Chamber of Commerce• Maui Rent A Jeep • Maui Seaside 
& Hukilau • Maui Visitor's Bureau• Union 76 Gas Station - Minit Stop• Maui Wine & Liquor• Pay & Save• Maui Mountain Cruisers• Party Pantry 
• Roberts of Hawaii • Safeway • Shell Station/Dairy Rd. • Sizzler Steak House • South Sea Helicopters/Heliport • Sugar Plantation Store • Sunshine 
Helicopters/Heliport• Sunshine Rent A Car• Thrifty Rent A Car• Tropical Rent A Car• United Rent A Car• Uptown Rent A Car• Chevron• Kahului 
Public Library • W AILUKU: Catapult Productions • Maui Printing Company • Shell Station • Tasty Crust • W ailuku Public Library • W AIKAPU: 
Waikapu Store• KIHEI: Azeka's Activities• Azeka's Market• Dolphin Mall• Foodland • Hale Hui Kai• Hale Kai O'Kihei • Hale Kamaole • Hale 
Pau Hana• Island Fish House • Kamaole Beach Club • Kamaole Beach Mall • Kamaole Royal • Kamaole Maui • Kamaole Nalu • Kamaole Sands • 
Kamaole Shopping Center • Kealia Beach Plu.a • Kealia Condo • Kihei Akahi • Kihei Alii Kai • Kihei Beach • Kihei Garden Estates • Kihei Holiday 
• Kihei Kai• Kihei Public Library• Kihei Resort• Kihei Sands• Kihei Surfside• Koa Loggon • Koa Resort• Kukui Mall• Lau Lea (Maui Beach Club) 
• Leinaala • Lihi Kai• Luana Kai• Maalaea Surf Resort• Mana Kai •Maui Lu Resort• Maui Dive Shop• Maui Park Shoes• Menehune Shores• Molokini 
Dive Shop• Nani Kai Hale• Nonolani Cottage• Paradise Rent A Car• Party Pantry• Rainbow Mall• Royal Mauian • The Shores of Maui• Star Market 
• Suda Store• Sugar Beach• Surf & Sand• Village by the Sea• Vacation Rentals• MAALAEA: Hono Kai Resort• Island Sands• Kani A Kalu • Lau 
Loa Resort• Maalaea Activities • Maalaea Island Fish • Maalaea Store • Maalaea Yacht Marina• W AILEA-MAKENA: Ekahi • Ekolu • Makena Surf 
• Maui Inter-Continental • Maui Prince Hotel • Ocean Activities Center• Wailea Town Center• OLOW ALU: Olowalu Store• LAHAINA: Puarnana 
• Lahaina Shores • 505 Front • The Wharf• Pioneer Inn • Hilo Hattie's• Longhi• s • Lahaina Business Plaza• Activity Infonnation Center• Nagasako • s 
Store • Foodland • Lahainal~na Party Pantry • Dickenson Square • Health Food Store • Take Home.Maui • Ocean House Activities • Maui Discoveries 
• Maui Go Round• Maui Islander• Sugar Cane Train• Bakery • Alamo Rent A Car• A vis Rent A Car• Budget Rent A Car• Hertz Rent A Car• Tropical 
Rent A Car• Blackie' s Boat Yard• Lahaina Public Library • KAANAP ALI: International Colony Club• Kaanapali Plantation• Maui Eldorado• Royal 
Lahaina • Maui Sheraton• Kaanapali Beach Hotel• Maui Beach Center• Hyatt Regency• Kaanapali Alii • Pearls International• MAHANA: Mahana 
• Maui Kai • Embassy Suites • Scrappy's Activities • Papakea • Kaanapali Shores • HONOKOWAI: Maui Sands • Paki Maui • Maui Parle Inn • 
Honokowai Superette • Honokowai Palms• Hale Maui • Pika.ke • Makani Sands • Kula Kane• Hale One Loa • Hale Napili • Kaleialoha • Kuleana • 
Lokelani • Mahina Surf• KAHANA: Valley Isle Resort• Royal Kahana• Kahana Village• Kahana Sunset• Kahana Reef• Kahana Beach Resort• 
Holo Lani• Dollie's• MAHINAfilNA: Hale Ono Loa• Hale Royale • Hoyochi Nikko• Kaleialoha • Kuleana • Lokelani • Mahina Surf• Makani ~ands 
• Noelani • Polynesian Shores • NAPll..I: Napili Point• Noho Nani• Coconut Inn • KAP ALUA: Kapalua Bay Hotel • Bay Villas • Golf Villas • West 
Maui Airport• Market Cafe• The Ridge• Hale Royale • Hoyochi Nikko• Lokelani • Mauian • Polynesian Sh~• HONOLUA: Honolua Store• P AIA: 
Maui Country Club• Dillon's Restaurant• Nagata's General Store• Paia General Store• Smile's Servi~e Station• Picture This Gallery• Charley's 
Restaurant • Kaui's Flowers• Paia Video• Vegan Restaurant• Things From the Past• MAKA WAO: Casanova's Italian Deli • Komoda's Store • 
Makawao Shell Station • Rodeo General Store• Upcountry Fishery • Makawao Feed Ganlen & Hardware• Makawao Public Library • Circle of the 
Sun Cafe • PUKALANI: Bullock's Restaurant• McDonald's Restaurant • Pukalani Country Club • Pukalani Pro Shop • Pukalani Terrace Restaurant 
• Pukalani Terrace Shopping Center• Foodland • Ian's Restaurant• Pukalani Square Shopping Center• Maui Island Investments• Pukalani Square 
Party Pantry• Pukalani Superette • KULA: Sunrise Market • Ching Store• Fong Store• Kula Lodge • Moyihara Store• Kula Country Store • HANA: 
Hasegawa General Store• Hana Public & School Library• LANAI: Lanai Public and School Library• MOLOKAI: Molokai Public Library• HAIKU: 
Fukushima's Market• Haiku Mart• Ohashi's Gener@} Store• Hanzawa's T. Store• Upcountry Hammer• Goodtastc Catering• Nine Muses Co.• 
A PAPER :BY THE PEOPLE, FOR 'll1IB PEOPLE ... 





Ti.are Lee, our X,ama'aina (jirl wor~ 
as a 6eautician-liair sty{ist at 'Ifie 
Cutting 1?J)om in 'Wialuk,u, Slie S a real 
Maui "girl Ca{{ tfie Cutting 1?J)om at 
242-6080 for one of Ti.are S great cuts. 
I STUDI044 ~ 
Full Service Studio 
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242-8809 44 N. Market St. In Old Wailuku 
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242-8809 
44 N . Market St. 
In Old W ailuku 
